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Computer-controlled cars—every two minutes, day and night 

In Pittsburgh the new Westinghouse controlled cars can run every two interfering traffic. 
transit expressway shows how com- minutes, day and night. They operate The Westinghouse transit express- 
muting can be made comfortable, con- singly when passenger load is light, way costs less to install and Operate 
venient, fast and fun. form trains to handle heavy traffic. than a conventional subway or elevated. 

A two-mile pilot line has been built Cars are fast and safe. They run si- If your city had one, you would 
to demonstrate the feasibility of this lently and smoothly on rubber tires probably never find it necessary to 
new system. Lightweight, computer- along their own expressway, free of drive to work again. 

°F i58 r 
You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, 

write L.H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.
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How to join DuPont closest to the top 

Join us right out of school. Few men start higher at Du Pont Technical men we’ll especially need from the Class of ’66 
—or with more promise—than graduating engineers. That's Chemists Mechanical Engineers 

| because we fill virtually all important positions from within. Chemical Engineers Industrial Engineers 

It’s a policy that’s helped us grow 750% since 1937. Since Wo ee 
1950 our sales have more than doubled from $1 billion to $2.4 r 1 

billion. We spend $90 million a year on research, $60 million 1 E. |. du Pont de Nemours & Co, (Inc.) | 

of which goes into the discovery of new scientific truths and | 2531-B Nemours Building i 

new materials. ! Wilmington, Delaware 19898 ! 

And because new products continually emerge from our re- { When I'm graduated, I'll be a _ i 
search labs, responsible new career opportunities constantly I | | (List profession) — ; 1 

spring up for our technical men. In fact, there’s room for you | Please’ send me more information about how’! might fit 1 
to actually “change jobs” within Du Pont—to seek out the spot ; in at Du Pont. I 

| best suited to you without loss of your accrued benefits. i I 
. . 1 we | Name. | 

Consider us if you’re ready to make your career decision. I 1 
You may be closer to the top than you think! Write us a letter, l | 

| or mark and mail our coupon today! | Class_______Major__________Degree expected | 
1 1 

i College. pnts { 
1 3 
I \ 

ReavusPar or | My address_ ' 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY I \ 
J ! city State ZipCode. 

An equal opportunity employer Lou 
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“At graduation I still wasn’t sure 
what kind of job I should take” 

a ‘ | 8 ABE, ire 
Cee ce Za 

rae = “ . r _ i ee Where would | fit best .. . lab, plant, field, sales, administra- 
Pe ae - tion . . . ? What kind of projects . . . ? These were questions 

x, MSN s Sek | couldn't answer. So | looked for a company that would give 
[ pene Niece me room for lateral, as well as upward, growth. One that was 

Pr cumen  = ed big enough and still persona/ enough that | could make adjust- 
5 ae : 2 Solas Ce “a ments as | went along, and not get pigeon-holed. 

ee i | found what | wanted at Phillips. 
oS Oe Se Of course, Phillips is big . . . 19th largest among industrials. 

ca my Ws Ge oes But as | got talking to them, | realized this was, surprisingly, 
oh NY Cy aed os " Ne a people-type company. Pleasant, direct, informal. Personal. 

aan ce Po 4, aus : FO | found out a lot more, too. I'd thought of Phillips only in terms 
. a fy - Se er of oil, refining, gasoline. | hadn’t known they were so deep in te ’ ORO tn LP-gas ... Rubber... Plastics . . . Carbon Black . . . Rocket 
a RRA ES. Propellant Binders .. . Fertilizers... Packaging . . . Textile 

e eee Igiet i Chemicals! And that’s a highly abbreviated list. 
a CPE ' 5 Ee F ou ee . , I’ve been here 3 years now. I’ve had ample chance to define 

a a i ye < my career and make changes. It’s worked out very well. 
Os Fai A ts fh & Phillips is a growth company, and | feel I’m growing with it.” 

ie | ey iar We That is not just one person speaking, but a composite of 
Rene tal Ry age the kind of comments we get... a group picture. If it sounds 

eae es ts like the kind of picture you should be in, contact: 

ee ake a , James P. Jones 
j Bie ie ets ] PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY, — ¢euuips 

Be BARTLESVILLE, OKLAHOMA 74004 HB 
i of , AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

a ee wi Se eo Fe . 
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eae cd ites is 

ee 
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A PHILLIPS REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON THE CAMPUS OF UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ON FEB. 9 
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Neural Networks for speech analysis, are just those required for is used which requires only 8 transistors. If a 
solving pattern recognition problems in general. chain of binary stages were used, 22 transistors 

For along time machines that recognize speech It is not surprising then, that neural networks would be required. Also, a modified form of 
have stimulated the imagination of scientists, also show exciting promise in the fields of this circuit is used to relate the horizontal 

from the engineer to the linguist, both because visual and other kinds of pattern recognition, | scanning frequency to the color TV subcarrier 
of their potential usefulness to communication as well as speech, frequency. 
technology and for the formidable technical ieee ees ee 
challenge they represent. Several years of re- Reference—A. L. Nelson, M. B. Herscher, T. B. Reference—A. J. Banks and F. I. Tohnson, ‘Novel 
search at RCA have resulted in notable suc- Martin, H. J. Zadell, J. W. Falter, “Acoustic Recog- Frequency Dividers for TV Sync Generators,” 1965 
cesses in this field by using networks of elec- nition by Analog Feature-Abstraction Techniques,” IEEE International Convention Record, Part 2. 

tronic neurons (simulated nerve cells) to iden- Proc. of Symposium on Models of Perception of 
tify phonemes—the smallest practical units Speech and Visual Form, 14 Nov., 1964, Boston, Mass. | Transistorized Portable ‘Victrolas” 
into which speech sounds can be divided with- ee . . . 
‘out losing their identity. These neural net- A Novel Frequency Divider for Although {transistors a previously one 
works operate on the several outputs of a widespread use in portable receivers and mili- spectrumeanalyzing filter, dynamically exarnin- TV Sync Generators tary communication equipment, only recently 
ing the spectrum and making decisions as to Aneconomical, efficient and high-performance havessolid:etate, devices made; any significant 
phoneme identity. frequency divider circuit for use in new RCA penetration into line operated home instru- 

color TV broadcast equipment has been de- | Ment equipment. Advancing device technology 
seeder weur veloped. The circuit is a monostable multivi- has made transistor circuitry cost, competitive 

brator with a unique ability to adjust its timing with equivalent tube cireultry, while providing 
paawneenneine period to be proportional to the period of the lps oved ie toviity: en warm-up, lighter 

eerdy ve trvovency| ciRCUITS input trigger pulses. The circuit uses only two 8 P . 

transistors, and it has the ability to divide an In low-cost phonographs using single stage 
py input frequency by a constant for a wide range tube amplifiers, high-output pickups are re- 

mucTiLaYeR | FeaTURE of input frequencies. It is also quite immune uired. Such pickups are quite stiff mechani- 
NEURAL LOGIC | ABSTRACTING jati 2 4 + P ap 4 

NETWoRK | CIRCUITS to power supply variations and requires no cally, require a high stylus force, and thus 
precision capacitors. The circuit requires no track marginally. These low-cost amplifiers 

‘SUSTAINED AND DYNAMIC externally-applied AFC voltage for regulating ordinarily use “transformerless” power sup- 
ENERGY FEATURES the timing period, such as would be required plies with the attendant design problems of 

ch in this application with an ordinary mono- minimizing hum and shock hazards. 

Gus SEeISiON auable ‘lvider: RCA Victor’s new transistorized portable 

um] [ne] SIRGUITS. phonographs use multistage DC-coupled cir- 
ate cote, or tee cuits providing ample power gain for use with 

MES NO SEGENQ a pickups of higher compliance and smoother 
wordt 4 7 frequency response. Record wear and tracking, 

During recent investigations, 18 consonant oe eo are thereby improved. The higher efficiency of 
sounds (for example, /m/ as in “mad” and fl 4 the output stage and the elimination of the 
/h/ as in “hid”) and 10 vowel sounds were nt | ont ze os ger tee heater-power requirement result in a cooler 

identified with 86% to 99% reliability when PT amplifier—and make possible the use of a 
uttered by any of 6 speakers. Machine recog- : secondary winding on the phonograph motor 
nition of consonants is, in general, much more ” i for the power supply. The resulting isolation 
elusive than that of vowels, since the identity ; t eliminates the shock hazard and makes pos- 
of consonants is hidden in the transient be- | i sible the application of conventional ground- 
havior of the spectrum to a much greater ex- we | il ing techniques. 
tent than in its steady-state nature, as is the Si-t—__ ib To minimize costs and improve reliability, case with vowels. Vowel characteristics, how- ot et this amplifier has been designed to be built on 
ever, usually. are more speaker dependent. — a printed circuit board. The need for a separate 
The recognition performance obtained repre- supporting chassis has been eliminated by 

sents, by a considerable margin, the best re- The two periods of a cycle of operation, as mounting the printed board under the turn- 
sults achieved to date by any investigator. shown in the waveforms, are first, “measure,” table on the record changer motorboard, al- 

A “neuron,” as used in these networks, is a and then a “recover.’? When the circuit is in lowing the output chokes and filter capacitor 
simple computing element exhibiting the char- the rest or “stable’’ state, Q1 is saturated and to extend through the motorboard. The motor- 
acteristics of fan-in and fan-out, an input Q2 is turned off. Once triggered by an input board serves both as a heat sink and mounting 
threshold, and a specified analog relation be- pulse, Q2 is placed in a constant current con- for the output transistors. Volume and tone 
tween output and input when the input ex- ducting mode which causes C2 to discharge at controls are mounted on the motorboard, and 
ceeds threshold. An array of several hundred an essentially constant rate. This action is ter- all inter-connecting cables and wiring are in- 
neurons used in speech analysis is structured minated by the next succeeding pulse which tegral with the record changer assembly. 
in layers; the first layer receives 20 parallei leaves the voltage across C2 at a value directly —— 

inputs from the spectrum filter, and by inter- related to the time period between the pulses. Reference—J.A. Tourtellot, RCA technical report. 
connections among its member neurons makes The capacitor voltage is thus a measure of the 

elementary decisions about the shape of the pulse repetition interval. The second pulse, r " ; Co | : These are only a few of the recent achievements which are 
spectrum. The many outputs of the first layer which terminates the measure period, also Pha er : : ° . oe ee : indicative of the great range of activities in engineering and 
pass, in turn, to a second and then to succes- causes regenerative circuit action which turns " sn 
sive layers, which make ever more sophisti- Q2 off. Succeeding input pulses cause no fur- *hallen at wae yearn more about the many selentific 
cated judgments both of the instantaneous | ther circuit action until C2 charges (through cha SHEE, ME, acheter and:sdvanced degree cand- 
characteristics of the spectrum and of the R4) to the point where diode CR2 can again dates na Es cE, ChE; Physics or Mathematics, write: 

nature of its changes with time. Finally, binary | conduct. The first trigger pulse following the | Calle8e Relations, Radio Corporation of America, Cherry 
logic networks make decisions as to the most “recover’’ period causes the cycle to reoccur. HIM New. Jersey. 

likely identity of the phoneme. A constant frequency division ratio is main- . 
In speech processing, neural networks per- tained over a wider input frequency range than An Equal Opportunity Employer 

form with great simplicity, limited-accuracy was previously possible as a result of the self- 

operations on a large number of simultaneous adjusting timing feature. A new color sync 
inputs, and maintain continuously analog generator, which uses this type of circuit in The Most Trusted Name 

measures of the reliability of each decision by the frequency divider that relates the horizontal in Electronics 
virtue of the analog properties of the comput- and vertical scanning frequencies, is proving Tmks. ® 
ing elements. These properties, so well suited to be highly successful. A 525:1 divider chain 
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to global bl f i O giodal propdiems of ignorance, 

di d physical deprivation? isease and physical aeprivation ! 

Not yet. But we're getting closer. collect it, classify it, store it...and distribute it appropriately 
. . . . a . co. and instantly to the people who need it. 

Behind this movement is a simple statistic with startling im- . . | 
plications for all of us — If you count all the scientists and In this light, you might consider today’s Xerox products early 
engineers since the beginning of recorded history, ninety and primitive steps along a difficult but fascinating path. 
percent are alive today! You'd be right. Yet, has anyone taken these steps before us? 

We are now in the midst of the result—an incredible explo- Your degree in Engineering, Science, Business Administration 

sion of information from every corner of the globe. And or Liberal Arts can qualify you for some intriguing Openings 
somewhere within this explosion will be the ultimate answers at Xerox, in fundamental and applied research, engineering, 
to mankind's oldest, and newest problems. manufacturing, marketing/sales, finance and administration. 

See your Placement Director or write directly to Mr. Stephen G. 
The challenges are many. First, to understand the nature Crawford, Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 1540, Rochester, New 
of this giant intellectual force. Then, to find the best way to York 14603. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

: ~~ > =" pga 
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The Xerox 914 Copier revolu- Less than 3 years later, the 813 Another revolution. An electro. TOP PHOTO: LDX (Long Dis- 
tionized the office copying in- further extended low-cost, qual- mechanical-chemical-optical de- tance Xerography) scans, trans- 
dustry when it was introduced ity office copying. One-seventh vice called the 2400 because it mits and reproduces images 
in 1959... and really started us the volume of the 914, it does produces 2,400 copies per hour over distances limited only by 
on our way. just about everything ‘the 914 directly from an original docu. the transmission medium. 

does except copy solid, 3-dimen- ment. No stencil or “master Something like it may print the 
sional objects. of any kind. You press a button. morning paper at your break- 

fast table some day, or help you 
XEROX, 914, 813, 2400 AND LDX ARE TRADEMARKS OF XEROX CORPORATION manage a global business. 
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Carve fast and with the flourish recent development is graphite 

ose new of a master chef whether you are textiles used both in the white 
in the woods of Maine, your own heat of rocket blasts and the ex- 

battery
 

lets back yard, or having aformaldin- treme high temperatures of in- 
ner party. dustrial furnaces. And compact 

lik New cordless electric carving fuel cells, which generate electric 

you Carve ] e knives take full advantage of bat- | power by a chemical reaction and 

tery power. They areconveniently
 

provide a whole new source of 

an expert portable and weigh half as much_ energy, are also now being 

as leading cord models. What’s marketed. 

an where?
 

more, these knives are so power To keep bringing you these and 

y e packed they can slice roast beef, many other new and improved 

. . . ham, turkey and other meats ina _ products, we’ll be spending half a 

| The same Union Carbide that jiffy, making neat slices all the _ billion dollars on new plant con- 

| makes graphite cloth for way. Their energy comes from struction during the next two 

| rocket nozzles. a new kind of EVEREADY nickel- years. 

cadmium battery developed by 
Union Carbide. It’s rechargeable. 

A lot of new things are hap- 

pening at Union Carbide. Another 

Union Carbide Corporation,
 

270 Park Avenue,
 

New York, N. Y. 10017 © Divisions: Carbon Products, Chemicals, Consumer Products, Fibers & Fabrics, ‘UNION 

Food Products, International, Linde, Mining & Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Plastics, Silicones, Stellite. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto Moy sV 24 24 10) 4 
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ASEE REPORTS ON GOALS OF | Editor-in-Chief ....................... Robert Smith, cie4 
ENGINEERING EDUCATION | 

i ee | Associate Editor .................... Gerald Malotke, cie4 
n a preliminary report on the | 

goals of engineering education, the | Photographer ........................ Gary Gehrke, bai2 
American Society for Engineering | 

Education has recommended that | Artist ....................+.......... James Tyndall, bs3 
the first professional degree in en- 
gineering should be a master’s de- Office Manager .................... Mary Ingemann, mel 
gree awarded after 5 years of col- | 
lege study. If the recommendation — | 
is generally adopted, the master’s | * 
degree will replace the 4-year 
bachelor’s degree as the prereq- | 
uisite for entering the engineering | 
profession. Although the 4-year | BUSINESS STAFF 
program would be continued, the | 

bachelor’s degree would rate asan | Manager .......................... Richard Friede, che2 
“introductory” engineering degree. | 

The recommendation results | Circulation Manager ................. Norman Frater, em2 
from the demands on the practic- adit 
ing engincer for increasingly higher Advertising Manager .................. Wade Larson, me2 
levels of professional competence, — | 
according to Dr. Eric A. Walker, | 
President of The Pennsylvania * 
State University. Dr. Walker is 
Chairman of ASEE’s national | 
Committee on the Goals of Engi- | 
neering Education which formu- BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

lated this and other recommenda- 

tions after 4 years of painstaking Assoc. Prof. George R. Sell .................... Chairman 
study. Participating in the work 

were 180 study committees repre- Assoc. Prof. Howard J. Schwebke ......... . Faculty Advisor 
senting engineering schools and in- 
dustrial employers of - engineers. Assoc. Prof. John L. Asmuth ........ Electrical Engineering 
The huge investigation also in- ad _ . . . 
chidigl an eghaustive duestionnaire Asst. Prof. Raymond B. Esser ..... Mechanical Engineering 
submitted to 4,000 practicing en- Prof. David J. Mack ....... Minerals & Metals Engineering 

gineers, visits to 169 schools of en- 

ginecring, and an intensive study Prof. Wayne K. Neill .............. Chemical Engineering 
of five sample schools. Support was 

provided by a grant of $307,- Assoc. Prof. Charles G. Salmon ...........Civil Engineering 
000 from the National Science 
Foundation. 
Among its other recommenda- | 7 a 

tions, the preliminary report pro- | 

poses increased liberal education — | MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 
for engineers to better prepare ; 
them to accept new and varied re- if Ghatimens Eno. J ye Bisserr, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Arkansas, 

sponsibilities in modern society. ayettoville,. Arkansas “72701. 
According to the report, the | ; , : . ? Publishers Representatives: LrrreLt—Murray-B. . i 

analysis, synthesis, and design of | nue, New York, Now York 10017. Y-BaRNuILL, INc., 369 Lexington Ave- 

systems must be given greater em- | 
phasis in engineering curricula be- | 
cause of the increasing complexity | A Second Class Postage Paid at Madison, Niseonsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. 

of modern engineering design proj | serene c malling sat a ney sate ‘a postage provided for in Section 1103, Act 

ects in contrast to simple machine | 

and component design of the past. — | Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering 
The report urges practicing en- dour isocietion,, S8 Mechanical Pnelnecting Building, Madison, Wisconsin 

gineers to inl pee Sing at en- Phone (608) "062-3404. ours 3: ‘é onday, Wednesday and Friday. Office 

gineering schools and faculty mem- 
bers are encouraged to gain more The cpinions gpiesed in this magazine are those of the authors, and not neces- 
practical experience in industry. sarily ‘those of the Wisconsin Engineering Journal Association or the University of 
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ARTICLES 

The Supersonic Transport .................... page 14 

Hydrofoil Boats: Their Design and Use ........ page 17 

The Student Engineer's Magazine Founded in 1896 

FEATURES 

Rambling with the Editor .................... page 11 

Science Highlights .............0 ccc cece eee page 23 

Bottom of the Barrel ........................ page 40 

SR RAPE 

THIS MONTH’S COVER 

An after-hours creation of the Editorial Staff, this foil 
section is shown with the shock wave encountered by a 
SST (page 14) and the stream lines characteristic of a 
hydrofoil (page 17). 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 

$4.00 FOR FOUR YEARS $1.25 FOR ONE YEAR 
SINGLE COPY 25¢ 
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TH I N K POWE R Think diesel power to drive bines and aerospace equipment also are important parts of 

a truck as big as a house. Think power for the fun of it, to our POWER complex. At IH, POWER is a 2-billion-dollar-a- 
carry just two people and their camping gear. Think gas year plus business, with research and engineering one of 

turbine power. Think marine power. Think rockets and mis- our biggest budget items. We need engineers! We espe- 

siles, and farm equipment and earthmovers. Think about a cially need mechanical, industrial, agricultural, metallurgi- 

career with International Harvester. Our 4,000 engineers cal, general and civil engineers. If you’re an engineering 

and technicians are thinking power for every purpose from graduate who is intrigued by POWER and its unlimited 

rocket thrust combustion chambers to gas turbine tractors applications, you should find yourself right at home with us. 

and trucks. We're the world’s largest producer of heavy- Interested? Contact your Placement Officer now for a date to see an IH 
duty trucks, a major producer of farm and construction representative when he visits your campus. Or if interviews are not sched- 

” , . . . uled, write directly to the Supervisor of College Relations, International 
equipment—and we're doing very nicely in steel. Gas tur- —_ Harvester Company, 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. 

International Harvester puts the future in your hands 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER least) 
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Another of your future’s many facets at Monsanto 
As a billion-dollar manufacturer of hundreds of products—in 40 U. S. plants, 15 
overseas—Monsanto considers the manufacturing engineer of prime importance. 
His talents are needed to find new ways (and improve old ways) of increasing yields, 

improving control, lowering costs—bringing plants up to optimum performance. 

You will have the satisfaction of applying your engineering skills and knowledge, 
and seeing the results . . . from inception to final operation . . . and have the full 
responsibility for your decisions. There are production challenges now awaiting 4 ) 
good men... plus substantial rewards for meeting them. M 

Let us show you what they can mean to you .. . professionally, personally, financially. OLA NYa nto 

Write today—we’ll send you our brochure, ‘‘Your Future and Monsanto.’’ Address: 

Manager, Professional Recruiting, Dept. 962, Monsanto, St. Louis, N { 

Missouri 63166. An Equal Opportunity Employes © 
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Rambling with. ben Editor 

CARS, CARS, EVERYWHERE! 

Without a Place to Park 

The montage opposite is becoming all too familiar to us. A rapidly expanding urban 
university has accompanying growing pains, and at Wisconsin, like many other schools, 
parking is a headache. Faculty and staff personnel numbers naturally increase with the 
enrollment. And a larger percentage of the growing number of students is bringing 
cars to school. 

Why so many more student cars? Some are certainly here for pleasure alone, but 
hundreds are a necessity. Insufficient University housing facilities, in addition to ridicu- 
lously high rents in the campus area, have forced students to find housing in privately- 
owned facilities all over Madison and the surrounding area. Also, to help pay educa- 
tional costs, a growing number of students have part-time jobs requiring transportation. 
Public transportation is often inadequate. The problem is simply this: Where are the 
cars going to be parked while their drivers are attending classes? Space is at a pre- 
mium and the situation becomes more complicated daily. 

The University is doing all that it can, but is often stymied by lack of funds, and 
as a result often finds itself unable to provide sufficient faculty/staff parking, let alone 
student facilities. New buildings rise where parking lots once existed. Lot 60 and the 
shuttle buses have been accepted and are certainly a tremendous aid. Many students 
living in the campus area used the overnight area in Lot 60 to park their cars during the 
week, or whenever they were not immediately in the overnight area. Chancellor Fleming 

| soon arranged for a substitute lot near Picnic Point, but it is at best a stopgap, unlighted 
and therefore hardly secure. 

The City of Madison, far from being famous for swift legislation (take for instance 
the Auditorium, Monona Causeway, or the University Avenue Expressway), has dis- 
cussed the campus area parking situation. Judging from past action, discussion will 
probably continue until doomsday, with no decisive action occurring in the interim. 
We think that City Hall should be able to come up with something constructive. Their 
first move should be elimination of the two-hour non-metered limits on city streets. 
They don’t keep the cars moving, but rather cause dirty chalky hands for hundreds of 
people. 

Most students don’t vote though, so why sweat their demands, when bona fide 
constituents come to council meetings and propose, among other things, complete bans 
on student cars. We noted with interest that among the most vocal at a recent council 
meeting was the wife of the 1966 Badger Official Photographer. Mrs. Leidner appar- 
ently believes that she has a greater right to park her car in the Lake Street Ramp or on 
Lathrop Street than we do. This is absurd, even if you want to equate taxes and bene- 
fits. We buy our clothes and food in Madison stores, and pay rent to a Madison firm, 
indirectly filling the city coffers. Furthermore Mrs. Leidner, this magazine is paying 
your husband $4.00 to take our picture for the Badger. We'll park in front of your house 
when we have the opportunity, for we'd like to see some of the vandalism you talked 
about. 

One of the few bright lights in this dark cloud is the cooperation exhibited by the 
students. Car pools, bus riding, and distant storage are not particularly desirable, but 
they do ease the parking bind. Perhaps it will be these students who will eventually for- 
mulate a situation? If we shout loud enough and long enough, someone might hear 
us. We know from experience that tact won't work, because we're “only a bunch of wild 
college kids.” 

—R. J. Smirx 

(Next Month—Our caustic pen will strike out at a now famous Skid Row furrier) 
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THE SHERIDAN. This new XM-551 TAPERED DESIGN. In 1899, THE MARINES ARE COMING! This new LVW landing 
developmental U.S. Army assault ve- Henry Timken patented the carrier clips along at 35 mph on land or sea. It has 
hicle can fire conventional rounds or tapered roller bearing. four retractable wheels and a 1,500-horsepower gas 
a Shillelagh through its 152 mm com- Though improved many turbine engine. It weighs 14 tons, rolls trouble-free on 
bination launcher. Timken tapered times, its basic design is little 34 Timken tapered roller bearings. 
roller bearings keep the vehicle’s changed. Reason: it’s the one The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio. 
track wheels gung-ho. bearing design that can take Also makers of Fine Alloy Steel and Rock Bits. 

crushing radial and thrust 
loads in any combination. In 

giant military machines that 
tumble over rough terrain, 

this fact is all important. 

oS QUALITY TURNS ON 
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| Learn More About the Timken Company, an Equal Opportunity Employer. Send for Career Booklet. 
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the universe is your oyster at AC 
Today’s challenge at AC—the universe! As a addition, you enjoy full General Motors all three AC locations for PhD’s, depending 
member of the AC team, you'll be in the van- benefits. upon concentration of study and area of 
guard of men working to advance the state of If you are completing your advanced degree interest. 

the art of guidance and navigation. You'll work | in EE, ME, Math or Physics, we invite you to | For further information, see your college 
in research, design and development on such | inquire about opportunities at any of our | placement office regarding a General Motors/ 
advanced projects as an avionics system for three locations: AC in MILWAUKEE—our AC on-campus interview, or write directly to 
supersonic aircraft, a guidance system for Main Research, Development and Manufac- Mr. R. W. Schroeder, Director of Scientific 

the Titan III space launch vehicle, guidance/ | turing Facility; AC in BOSTON — our | and Professional Employment, Dept. 5753, 
navigation systems for Apollo and advanced Research and Development Laboratory spe- General Motors Corporation, Milwaukee, 

fire control systems. cializing in Advanced Inertial Components Wisconsin 53201 

Step up to the challenge, and move up with and Avionics Navigation/Guidance Systems; 
AC. Your opportunities for growth and ad- AC in LOS ANGELES—our Research and x 
vancement depend on your ability and Development Laboratory specializing in Ad- 

initiative. AC offers “in-plant” courses cov- vanced Airborne Computers, and Ballistic 
ering both technical and management prepa- Missile and Space Booster Guidance/Navi- 

ration. A Tuition Plan pays your tuition costs | gation Systems. AG ELECTRONICS 
when you complete college-level courses. In PhD’s, please note: Positions are available in An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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€ —o upersonic r ansport 

A current report on the design and devel- 
. . bi opment of air transportation for the ’70s 

By FREDERICK H. BELZ 

N THE field of commercial avia- United States Government would _ variable-span swept-back wing. A 
tion there is a new star on the support these two companies inde- speed of Mach 2.7 to Mach 3.0 
horizon—the Supersonic Trans- veloping SSTs. A supersonic trans- has been chosen for the American 

port, or SST. Whether or not this port is also being developed in SSTs as this speed shows the best 
star will shine brightly depends on — Europe. The Anglo-French project possibilities for economical opera- 
if the SST can be developed into began in 1962 and has progressed tion. 
a competitive aircraft. If this can steadily. The European aircraft 
be accomplished it will be the first will be smaller and slower than its The Boeing Model 733 
big, step forward since the sub- two American counterparts but The present plans for the Boe- 
sonic jet aircraft replaced the this difference may make it pos- I I SINE Jeb SNCTALE TEDlace © pis- as y : : ing SST call for an aircraft which ton-powered aircraft. Develop- sible for both American and ill be able arry 150 297 
ment work has begun at Lockheed European SSTs to survive in the “') P© able to carry ‘0 . ones REBUT at Boeke? pean fi ical Passengers, at a speed of Mach 2.7 ae Coma and Boeing ie competitive eld of commerica (1800 mph) and an altitude of 
craft Company since President aviation. 70,000 feet. The aircraft will have 
Johnson announced that the four jet engines mounted on a 

eee ey variable span swept-back wing. 
THE PRESENT STATE OF DEVELOP- The external configuration of the SST LANGUAGE 8) 

MENT OF THE SUPERSONIC proposed aircraft is shown in Fig. 
Variable span: A wing which can be ad- TRANSPORT 1. Note the variable wing positions sted by changing the angle wi ¥ Fonda ceeattl due, acme a ae x fein th ini! Waitt The development of the SST is which will be available to stabilize 
Mach Numbers: A Mach number is the mainly in the planning stage. A the aircraft at a variety of speeds 

ratio of the aircraft speed to the local- ground test prototype has been and altitudes. 
ied speed of sound, fabricated for the Anglo-French . oo. 
ee athe model from Concorde, but the two American wedi design specications for the 
Payload: The weight of cargo or num- manufacturers involved are still moc’ ATE AS FOMOWS: 

ber of passengers which an aircraft working on planned designs and Wing Type—Variable-span 
usually carries. small-model testing. Nevertheless, swent bac Airframe: The structure which  deter- is bei 6 d d swept-back 
mines the aircraft configuration and progress = relearn db toward a Aircraft Weight—408,000 Ib 
which is used for mounting of all air. '™id-1970 completion date. with 227 passengers 
craft’ component. parts. ace « shee: Payload—150 to 227 Passengers Variable Area Turbine: A turbine whose a the gpeesent time ae Engines—Four turbojets ° effective blade area can be adjusted and Boeing are engaged in com- Seed 4} Cruising ‘AG de 
by mechanical means, petitive development of the SST peed any TulsiIng itude— 

Aircraft Skin: The external metal cover- in the United States. The particu- Mach 2.7 and 70,000 ft 
ing of the aircraft, / / lar models of the SSTs being de- Estimated Aircraft Purchase 

Gipund omter ah reve whieh mont veloped differ greatly. as the Lock- Price—$20,000,000 
ors all of the aircraft functions anc ¥ Ls 

positions while being located in a heed model will utilize a fixed 
ground tracking station. deltawinged configuration while The present goals of the Boe- 

the Boeing model will utilize a ing project are to make the SST 
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| safe, reliable, and competitive with 
subsonic jet aircraft. The present 
estimated variable costs, such as 
cost per seat mile flying at cruising 
altitude, are quite favorable. Fixed 
costs, such as landing costs and } 

maintenance, are estimated to be 
four times as high as comparable Sa 
subsonic jet costs. These high fixed oe 
costs, along with many others, are 
the problems which Boeing must 
solve. 

The Lockheed Model L-2000 

The Lockheed Company, one Wty ww 

of the smaller manufacturers of “gn in pn 

commercial aircraft, faces many 
obstacles in the development of 
their SST. One of the greatest will <a _(J ve 0 

be the reluctance of the airlines to [ = — ~] fell 

accept Lockheed equipment. Most oO. 000. 

of the airlines are now flying Boe- Figure 2.—Artist’s sketch of Lockheed’s Model L-2000. 
ing jets, and they have had very Note double delta-wing configuration. 
favorable results. If Lockheed 
hopes to sell their SST they must ; 
convince the airlines that their The specifications for the Model Estimated Purchase Price—$13,- 

SST is far superior to Boeing's. L-2000 are as follows: 500,000 

The Lockheed plans call for a Wing type—Double delta Payload—118 passengers 

Mach 3 (2100 MPH) aircraft. Pay- eras Wess ir 0 O00 Mn The present goals of the Anglo-— 
load for the aircraft will be 214 Payload—214 passengers — Pibudh booms seen to be ea ta 

passengers, and four jet engines Cruising Speed and Altitude— get a workable model off "the 

will be used for power. The air- Mach # and e300) ee round as soon as possible. If the 
craft will have a  double-delta Engines—Four turbojets : Pearn can . devéloo a com etitive 

shaped wing with underslung en- Estimated Purchase Price— aircraft and be ct sassen aes serv: 

gine enclosures. Lockheed devel- $20,000,000 ice two or nce voare before 

opment plans should be helped by Present Lockheed goals call for United States cape obners the 

their recent development of a high complete development within a Jil! be in a very favorable bus. 

speedmilitary reconnaissance air- seven to ten year period. ness position. ‘Business will be 

craft, the A-L1. ' drawn away from United States 
The Anglo-French “Concorde” manufacturers, and American pres- 

In the so-called race to develop __ tige and Balance of Payments may 
the SST, the British Aircraft Cor- both suffer. However, if the team is 
poration Sud Aviation Company not successful, they may have one 

, team has a considerable lead. Plans of the most costly and unsuccessful 
have been made for a 1967 flight, business ventures in history. 

and regular service is scheduled for 

1972. DEVELOPMENT OF AIRCRAFT 
f | Static tests are now being con- COMPONENTS 

eS ons ihe Brototues tselage The area of component develop- 
and the engines have recently un- ment is a very important part of all 

k i dergone Hest haste. Boones lame the SST programs. Asa chain is ne 

‘ call tor "del at ats Dane. stronger than its weakest link, so 

- | | i ble - 5a Sebi ‘Il be ty . f the an aircraft is only as dependable as 
- j jo rG NOSE SECHON WEN ne EWO OF Ee its least dependable component. 
as | : : distinguishing features of the M: Sa . a, 

| y > aivewatt, Many specialists will use their 

| Dg | i) . . knowledge to develop components 

| ; ; a The specifications for the Con- which will make the SSTs_ safe, 

bf | a corde are as follows: reliable aircraft. 

y | Wing Type—Single delta | 

a ee Aircraft Weight—326,000 Ib. Engines 
| Engines—Four turbojets with The engines for the United 

Figure 1.—Plan view of Boeing 733. afterbumers, 35,000 pounds _ States SSTs will pose a large prob- 

Note variable span/swept wings. thrust each lem to designers in the aircraft in- 
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ee a be the use of a variable-area tur- 
CF bine, which will allow the engine 

Se to operate efficiently at most 
<nsmenaii : oes es speeds, and will help to prevent 

SS SS engine overheating during periods 
a cet of high reverse thrust. 

ae : : The engines for the Anglo- 
e : French Concorde have already 

: ; See been built and given a first test. 
; : : Because of the lower speed and 

have been constructed similar to 
altitude requirements, the engines 

Figure 3.—Proposed Concorde, to be built by the manufacturers present jet engines. The engines 

of the famous “Caravelle.” are rated at 35,000 pounds of 
thrust, and feature air cooled tur- 
bine blades, a variable geometry 

dustry. Preliminary tests have in- unit balancing. It is estimated that an intake for efficiency, and a 
dicated that a straight turbo-je-— a weight saving of 200 Ib. per en- thrust reverser. 
with no afterburner or turbo-fan— gine, or 800 Ib. total, could be at- . 
will be the best choice for the SST _ tained while quality and reliability Wings 
engines. Light weight, large thrust would remain the same or improve. The wings for the SST differ con- 
(estimated 50,000 Ib), economy, The total weight saving for the air- siderably between competing man- 
and ability to operate at a variety craft would be 800 lb. for the en- ufacturers. The Lockheed L-2000 
of speeds and altitudes are just a gines, 250 lb. of airframe, and 500 and the Concorde will have a 
few of the design criterion. The en- Ib. of fuel load. While the develop- lightly loaded delta platform while 
gines which are being developed ment costs of the compressor are Boeing will use a heavily loaded 
for military aircraft will not be ap- estimated to be about 10 million variable-span wing. Flight tests of 
plicable because they are too dollars, the weight saving is es- the B-70 and TFX will guide Boe- 
heavy and cannot be operated eco- timated to bring about a saving of ing and Lockheed in making the 
nomically. The engine for the SST 25 million dollars in operating costs decision to continue as planned, or 
will have to be built “from the for a fleet of 200 SSTs over a ten to change over to the more ap- 
ground up.” year period. Another solution to pealing design. Because of the ad- 

The problem of weight is one of the weight problem would be the vanced state of the Concorde proj- 
the problems which the United development of lighter structural ect, the Concorde is committed to 
States engine designers must try components. Some work is being use of the delta platform. 
to solve, This could prove to be done in this area but present a . . 
difficult as quality and_ reliability indications are that the alloys now Boeing's variable-span wing may 
cannot be sacrificed for light in use will be the most suitable for Tn out to be one of the bright 
weight. One proposed solution to engine fabrication. spots in American SST develop- 
the problem is to develop a light Economy and ability to adapt to ment or it could faUse Boeing to 
weight compressor. The new com- a wide range of operating con- lose its leadership in the jet trans- 

pressor would be of all welded ditions is another problem for the port field, depending on how well 
constuction with an emphasis engine designer to solve. The pro- the wing works out, and if the aie 
placed on unit construction and posed solution to this problem will lines can be convinced of its re> 

liability. By making the span varia- 
ble, Boeing hopes to cut down 
landing and take-off speeds and to 

: develop an aircraft which will land 
ee with a horizontal attitude. Efficient 

is “a operation and _ stability at low 
: 7 ' : Fred Belz, married and the father speeds are also plus-features of the 

4 ‘| _ of one, commutes to the campus daily wing. At the present time the main 
_ —_ ga A from Janesville. He will receive his drawback of the wing is the safety 

eee) SME from the university this January. and reliability. A highly reliable 
_ é —f ew Fred has been a missile technician for system must be developed to pivot 

_ > | 7 _ the US. Air Force and also was a the wings and the joint must have yh _ personnel man for Libby, McNeill, & gs “ } res 
— awe | libby. Fred was the 1965 Recording adequate strength at any wing 

) -_ Secretary for the Society of Automo- position. Problems of excessive roll 
ill’ tive Engineers and plans on working and pitch-up have also been en- 

— in the R & D field after graduation, countered during model testing. 

, possibly, nish aircratt Lockheed Aircraft Co. and the 
' British-French team are firmly 

‘ convinced that the delta wing, 

(Continued on page 30) 
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Their Desi d U 

| These fast-moving craft are beginning an im- 

: portant revolution in sea surface transportation 

By WALTER R. MARKS 

| YDROFOILS are to certain HYDRODYNAMIC ACTION OF components for analysis. The com- 
| water craft what wings, or HYDROFOILS ponent of force in the direction of 

- ae ne o ances ae Since hydrofoils function simi- motion is called Sd utes, ee the 

ing aircraft technology has greatly larly to airfoils, many of the component normal to the direction 
| speeded the development of analytic techniques of aircraft sci- of travel is known as the lift. The 

hydrofoil boats. Although the first cape vas a etal - these water lift is the vertical force which sup- 
attempts at building hydrofoil craft “ey oe ‘lizati > fs high _ ports the craft. The drag is the 
began as early as 1891, little suc- deme sah « ization a / “fies a: force tending to retard the forward 
cess was achieved until World War ensity uid, water, has t le ad- motion of the craft. 
Il, when the Germans launched vantage of greatly reducing the 
several models. In the few years necessary foil area. Water does, Lift 

since then, hydrofoil craft have be- however create problems which Lift and drag are the results of 
come commercially established — are unique. pressure forces acting along the 
and hold promise for future mili- The net force acting on a hydro- surface of a hydrofoil section and 

tary use. foil is usually resolved into two friction forces which arise at the 
hydrofoil surface due to its motion 

a through the water. Assuming that 
Lad all fluid friction is in the direction 

“ry of travel, the lift on a hydrofoil 
; 4 ‘ section is equal to the cyclic inte- 

gral, or sum, of all of the vertical 
forces on the surface due to pres- 

? 1 sure. For a unit width of uniform 
A a ae ‘ cross section, this is mathematically 

: 3 ome expressed as: Lift = §P)dAj, in 
co ‘ : TC ie Lod which L indicates the vertical di- 

j Bs " Ke oe ws PCH | es rection, P;, is pressure, and Aj, is 
‘ | fi | mi Pe the foil area over which the pres- 

a Wa st es sure is taken. 

e : je oo Drag 
3 een ati There are two main factors con- 

: al 7 ele eae eee tributing to hydrofoil drag. The 
ee eee oe most obvious one is simpl efluid 

eae sea oe Coe eS oe —— friction. The second drag-produc- 
on A a a EE a ing factor is due to the pressures 

Figure 1—Hydrofoil patrol craft developed by the United States Navy. acting on the foil, This component 
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° Supercavitation 

= Cavitation would necessarily 
. place a limit on hydrofoil speed if 

; it were not for an_ ingenious 
oe ol een method of overcoming this barrier. 

_ oo Om ae Ro Since the presence of vapor bub- 
sac onernes oT adel eels ‘ bles on a surface is harmless, cer- 

+ epee pe ee tain hydrofoils are built to operate 
=< a 7 a at high speeds and large angles of 

“ea aE : % attack so that the entire top sur- 
: bee face is covered by one large bub- 

an é acy ble, or cavity, shown in figure 4, 
= aes Se : eee which collapses downstream from 
rr 5 ——— ee ae een : the foil and does no damage. The 

Figure 2.—Federally-sponsored craft will be prototype for commercial models. bottom, isurtace maintains a high 
enough pressure to entirely avoid 
cavitation. Hydrofoils of this type 

of the drag is analogous to lift, and region. If two or more hydrofoils ate shown as supercayitacng hy- 
is mathematically defined as: operate close together, the coef- drofoils. Supercavitating foils put 
Dragy = |PpdAp. ficient of lift is reduced by a speeds of OVER 100 mph within the 

At high speeds a phenomenon process called interference. In a reals of ay {peas Sa 
called separation occurs which has ladder type hydrofoil arrangement, arr nl . bout 55 aa ge 
a pronounced effect on the drag the increased velocity over a lower much beyond about mph. 

as shown in figure 3. The point of foil speeds the flow under the foil 
separation is a point on the foil above it and reduces the pressure types OF HYDROFOIL STRUCTURES 
section at which a wake begins. A on the undersurface. Pressure en- fter iderati f the acti 

wake is a region of high-velocity, | ¢™8y is converted to kinetic en- After Gonsideration of mhertacton 
random fluid motion which dis- ergy, and this reduced pressure Of hydrofoils, the next logical prob- 

decreases the net lift. By similar lem is that of successfully apply- 
reasoning, the top surface of a ing them to water craft. The two 

yA lower foil experiences a higher basic types of hydrofoil structures 
f> ey Wake pressure than it would without in- are the surface-piercing type and 
Sg Cu terference, and subsequently con- the fully-submerged type. 

Separation Points tributes less to the lifting force. Surface-piercing hydrofoils are 

. se ; — the simplest type. They are built to 
Figure He panlion ona Cavitation be self-regulating, which means 

PALES The problem of cavitation is ex- that if the lift on a foil structure 
5 ease tremely important in hydrofoils as ig not sufficient to support the 

sipates energy. This wasted energy well as all other hydraulic ma- weight above it, it sinks and more 

pie: Curenyase Hage beer con- —chinery in which very low local foi] surface area comes into action 
verted into a pressure increase pressures accompany extremely nti] equilibrium is reached. Con- 
downstream from the point of high fluid velocities. Cavitation is versely, if the foil plows into a 

separation. The decrease in pres- the formation of vapor bubbles, or large wave, the foil lifts itself out 
sure on the tail end results in de- cavities, in a fluid. These bubbles again. Two surface-piercing foils, 

creased lift. form when the pressure drops to the “V” and the ladder are illus- 

The preceding concepts serve the liquid Wapor’ pressure: They are trated in figure 5. 

for a qualitative analysis of hydro- identical with ‘bubbles aa boiling The fully-submerged foil utilizes 
foil action. For quantitative results, quid oR et holies is ~ a mechanism usually a hinged flap 
empirical data must be relied upon Tod ° thermal y ae co on the rear end, for changing its 
because mathematical solutions of iquic’ vapor pressure above the angle of attack to vary the lifting 
hydrofoil lift and drag are cur- atmospheric BRSSSUES! force. This system requires a com- 
rently impossible. The lift and The vapor bubbles themselves plex control mechanism, but is 
drag forces are calculated with — @e not harmful, but if they enter justified by its smoother ride. 
equations that include coefficients a region of higher DEESSUrC and 

of lift and drag plotted graphically collapse against the surface of a 
as functions of the angle of attack hydrofoil, they create extremely THE APPLICATION OF HYDRO- 
for a particular type of hydrofoil large compressive stresses on the FOILS TO VESSELS 
section ‘ foil’s surface. These stresses event- 

, ually cause the hydrofoil surface to Controlling Mechanisms 
Interference erode, reducing the foil’s ef- The control of a hydrofoil craft is 

The coefficients of lift and drag ficiency as well as its mechanical necessary for passenger comfort. 
are determined for sections of hy- strength. Cavitation can also be  Surface-piercing hydrofoils are 
drofoil in an undisturbed flow quite noisy. self-controlling, but this type of 
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self-control is responsible for trical control loops, with their ma- 
vertical heaving, a major difficulty jor differences being the types of 
in rough seas. Extreme vertical ac- _ sensors they use. Two of the more 
celerations can become intolerable practical types of sensors now 
to those aboard the craft. Further available are a strut-mounted pres- 
difficulties arise because this heav- sure transducer and a bowmounted 
ing sometimes takes place out of sonar system. In addition, a radar (a) (b) 
phase with the waves. sensing device is under develop- Figure 5.—Surface piercing hydrofoils: 

s ment by the United States Navy. (a) V-type, (b) Ladder type. 
| HK 03% 20, The demands placed upon these , 
| 0° sensors are quite exacting, The Ship is evenly supported by the 

table below shows some of these Surrounding water, but a hydrofoil 
demands as stated by Mr. Owen H. craft suffers severe ben di ng 
Oakley, Department of the Navy. moments due to its entire weight 

(a) being concentrated at the strut 
* coo Table 1—Desired Characteristics of locations. Since the concentrated 

00 806.0 98P382, eo Sonic and Reder Sensors moments at the junctions of the 

26626 ogee ee capability ............0 to 30 ft. struts and hull are proportional to 
% 2 Reselahe NaC: OS SRR 3 NRG ANA the strut length, a further limita- 

SSOlNHON sou 3 se ag se BoEEED Ins oe ike lenett 
Response time .............. .05 sec, tion is placed on the strut length. 

(b) Life 6... 0.0... eee eee eee 2000 hr. In addition to these problems in 
Fi 4,—(a) ‘Cavitati Struts strut design, the problems of drag 

igure 4.—(a ‘avitation, " na tatii alsouarice (b) Supercavitation. Aneiti bh . i and cavitation also arise. ; 
4 A er hi the oof. pr sn 'y~ Strut location can vary consider- 

rofoil craft is oviding > iffer YY 
When a surface-piercing hydro- ne 3 that hi hb con ng ably between different craft. The 

foil overtakes a wave from behind supporting struts which connect only absolute limit on strut and 
“ee > he foils to the hull. There are ‘ sation is the aye st be +t digs ; tes the foi foil location is that there must be 

it digs into the rear end of the several factors which dictate strut leas foil in fr f tl 
wave instead of rising with it, | : . at east One fi an 2TOE fon, “the 
Fur " : construction. The struts must cer- —_ hoat’s center of gravity and one urthermore, when coming out of ‘al : Sas Ze 

tl +] Bigae tainly be long enough to carry the behind it; provision must also be he wave, the foil rises as the water hull ab he larce +s 1 28 ear 
face dros. THis Betion ie% : ull above the largest anticipated made for lateral stability. 

surface drops. This action is in di- waves without requiring that the 
reg: oppommien to the dest tf control system sacrifice passenger Materials for Foils and Struts 
maintain a fairly constant strut sub- comfort by riding up and down B ; f itati at higt 

mersion depth. This difficulty the SaEe saith gates vertical ; ote in aa ka : oF ne soe 
comes from the water velocity and aoeelarations But. seaet SERA SPeees, ae ad a Odeon, 
the negative of the foil velocity as een ao F : portance in oil and s rut design. 

+e . length poses certain difficulties, in- Besides having a high resistance combining to form a relative cluding the height that the boat » ‘tational’ erosi the . 
velocity of the water with respect Wi : to _cavitationa. erosion, t Ye mMa- 

Pye ‘ « must fall if the power fails or a terials must have sufficient me- 
to the foil resulting in negative foil breaks, and the power lost due hanical stregtl keep the suk 
angles of attack during the first to thick "a -dier s a. chanical stregth to keep the sub 

© . ne 0 thicker, sturdier strut cross sec- merged cross-sectional areas to a 

se ae the ave ani “posttene tions beneath the water line. minimum, and_ sufficient machin- 
angles of attack during the second TI a. OF I : snleme rae 3 8 Baars 

alti Matarial suck: as sé: ee he use of long struts raises a ability, formability, and weld- 
half. Material such as seaweed or further complication. An ordinary (Continued on page 32) 
paper floating on the surface can : 
foul the hydrofoil and stop proper 
action and cause further problems. 
Submerged foils are not as 

rugged as surface-piercing foils, apemnice ia ws 
but they do perform much better aoe iin 
in rough water. The simplest type . . 4 a SC 
of control system for submerged Walter Marks wrote this article Ff ~_ 
Paile cere Aaa prior to receiving his BSME from UW ££ 8 
foils consists of arm-mounted skis i 2 : ie a 

: j > last June. His home is Brookfield, Wis- a 5 
which skim over the water’s sur- consin. An interest’ in boating (and | en. di 

| face ahead of the craft and change fishing) combined with a mechanical : a se 7 oS 
| the foils’ angle of attack by means design major gave Walt the inspira- — ail se 

| of mechanical linkages from the tion to write this article. A member ‘<_< | 
arms to the foils. This type of ar- of Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Pi Tau .c sf 
rangement has the disadvantages Sigma, and ASME, Walt has had sum- : ue 
of being vulnerable to damage and mer jobs with Harnischfeger, The Falk  * 
being bulky, particularly for larger Corporation, and Giddings and Lewis. ail - 
vessels. He is currently working towards his 

Master's Degree here at UW, in ME } 
To overcome these problems (mechanical design) of course! : 

and to gain better control, more 
complex control systems are used. 4 
These control systems utilize elec- 
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ae. A aK 
Soe e y eA & Sy, aid ne, The Company’s first engine, the Wasp, took 

oF y) BS BSC cee to the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the 
a ie 3 LA) - co 3 eat , Wasp set its first world record and went on 

r ae ee SX 2 “4 co P 7 to smash existing records and set standards 
Bos : py a | go hg - for both land and seaplanes for years to 

at ee ee PES Kx<eN ig aoe come, carrying airframes and pilots higher, 
Spee Henge eX AR on ae o farther, and faster than they had ever gone 

ae 5 Ae ve o~\ hae ease” before, 

“ oe a — Ce a ae ee 4 

ca 
6 Zi ie ai : ; oS As ae 

mi a Monee 7 eee 

oe goes 
\ oo 

| ke Rey ed : S 3 In recent years, planes powered by Pratt 
\ GSH alice. ws & Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set 

Be or Ree Serene pe ee: new standards of performance in much the 

ME rien a ere “ae same way as the Wasp had done in the 

“ CEG rs 1920’s. The 727 and DC-9 are indicative of 
. 4 ee oe the new family of short-to-medium range 
ier as ae eas st tes ae jetliners which are powered by the highly 
SE are On ee gees ee successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of 
sates ia e ae Bite aes ne y a " : current military utilizations are the J58- 

Rare cope dietas Gaia oss a powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently 
os eos : & Ae . ae s - Ge eit e established four world aviation records and 

a Le Piz) ) Deemer the advanced TF30-powered F-111 variable- 
ee ee Reel i a fe 5 ae geometry fighter aircraft. 
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S PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL POPULATION VS YEARS Reren a 

ual Llebaser | Y a ao 

: ae 4 z 5 a ee is 
a mS 5 : j ; 3 

a A Qo 7 ri b 

a a 
Si A 

cs a 

2 E : 3 sO OF STABILITE ae A 

gt : ay ely) 3 (No dip in technical population i ae 
4 Le é for the last quarter ee 

. = see : 2 of a century) ae 

Se Pa x e S : ee e A 

| 1938 1942 1946 1950 1954 S 1958 1962 1966 | 

Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen 
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers technology and fuel cells. 

ee ans growth, seaaniny challenge, and lasting Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsi- 

aia i ae ih ere engineers and scientists are: TSCOe: bility. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s 

Neen don @ major reason for the Company’s con- programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll 
Inued success. find opportunities for professional growth further en- 

Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft hanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Educa- 

are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of tion Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in: 

energy conversion for every environment. . . all opening MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL « ELECTRICAL ¢ CHEMICAL 

up new avenues of exploration in every field of aero- ENGINEERING e PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY 

space, marine and industrial power application. The e CERAMICS e MATHEMATICS e ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR 

technical staff working on these programs, backed by APPLIED MECHANICS. 

Management's determination to provide the best and For further information concerning a career with Pratt 

most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement 

already given the Company a firm foothold in the cur- officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering 

rent land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, 

country’s future. The list of achievements amassed Connecticut 06108. 

by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the 
development of compact power plants, dating back to 

the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States SPECIALISTS IN POWER...POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER 
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUS- 

the Company to obtain its current position of leader- TRIAL APPLICATIONS. 

S WK = e 

bom oe Pratt & Whitney Aircraft mse or wires Sfeeaer conn 
es CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 

QS» FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Find a career i jane 
Po . oe di Ts ; expanding i} Abt Se \ 

Microwave relay towers assure reliable land transmission of tele- 

and improving phone, radio, television and data traffic_with complete flexibility. 

To serve a growing America, we are steadily en- 
larging our communications system .. . opening new 

f e e YS em route-miles of cable and microwave . . . bringing more 
customers into the network . . . adding new services. 

As a result, the Bell System offers unique career op- 

portunities to ambitious young engineers who want to 

work on projects commensurate with their talents. 

In the Bell System there are literally hundreds of in- 
triguing engineering assignments ranging from the plan- 

ning of telephone service for large communities to the 
development of miniaturized components for equip- 
ment. A Bell System career can bring an engineer an 

exciting variety of tasks, every one important, with every- 

thing needed to carry them out. 

The Bell System companies are equal opportunity 

employers that match the benefits, salaries and working 

conditions of other companies. Few can match them, 
however, for work that is interesting and important. 

You owe it to yourself to investigate your career pos- 

sibilities in the Bell System. Have your Placement 

Office arrange a date with our interviewing team, or get 

in touch with a local Bell operating company. Either 

way, we'll welcome a chance to talk with you. 

A BELL SYSTEM 
—— American Telephone & Telegraph Co. 

and Associated Companies 

eee 
a ———eSSllti‘OiCOCOCOCOCOCO 

cart: re a eo! 
.. a I 

a toe ee a jy 

C. S. LONG LINES lays and maintains Bell System undersea tele- 

phone cables that provide dependable overseas transmission. 
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Cr EN ie HA ap A brief resume of new developments in gov- 
S——s + ernment and industry, compiled by the 

5 - fi\ a7 —s ZA Wisconsin Engineer staff 
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CAN 
MOTOR MAGAZINE REPORTS ROAD ~_Litd. and the Rubery Owen Or- against the engine) consumption 

TEST OF ROVER—B.R.M. ganisation Ltd.) would offer for is about 12.45 miles per American 
Is fuel consumption of the gas sale but it still has _tremendous gallon and at 10 m.p.h. about twice 

turbine car promising enough for significance, the editors wrote. that. 

the average motorist? So far as we know it is the first As an overall figure, they settled 

This is one of the questions time that a detailed independent upon almost 12 miles per Amer- 
treated in the current issue of investigation of a turbine car has ican gallon. For touring, they set- 
Motor magazine, whose editors been published. tled upon more than 18 m.p.g., 
drove the famous Rover-B.R.M. “The fact that we were able to reckoning consumption for speeds 
turbine racing car for a week on take it away for a week without between 30 m.p.h. and maximum, 
highways and city streets in supervision and use it for ordinary less five per cent allowance for 
England. road motoring . . . shows that the _ acceleration. 

The magazine’s test showed ex- company has confidence in the re- A chart showed best mileage at 

cellent mileage by American stand- __ liability of its product.” a speed of about 45 m.p.h. 
ards at highway speeds of about “The Rover turbine prefers par- Acceleration lag is another ques- 
40 to 50 miles an hour—almost 25 —affin (kerosene) although it will tion the average motorist asks 
miles per American gallon. Mileage consume other fuels from petrol about the gas turbine. The editors 
was good at the high speed of 100 (gasoline) to diesel oil in an — found it to be “pronounced.” 
miles an hour—about 17.5 m.p.g. emergency,” the editors wrote. “It is essential to anticipate by 
But at low speeds, consumption in- “With the latest ceramic heat ex- at least two seconds the need for 
creased significantly, tests showed. _ changers, wich are fitted to this en- full power,” they wrote. “This leads 

The latter figure is not surprising gine, we found that fuel consump- directly to the one great modifica- 
since the car was designed for rac- tion at high speeds is very moder- tion necessary in driving tech- 
ing, the magazine commented. The _ ate; for example, it does 21 m.p.g. _ niques—the left foot must be used 
car maintained an average speed (British Imperial gallons) at 100 for braking, the right for accelera- 
of almost 100 m.p.h. for a total m.p.h. and there are very few tion and the two must be played 
distance of 2370 miles during the sports cars indeed which will equal against each other simultancously. 
24-hour running of the Le Mans this figure. In the region 40-50 We found no difficulty in learning 

endurance race in France last June. — m.p.h. it returns figures around 30 __ this technique... .” 
Motor, a leading British period- — m.p.g., and by far the best results The car accelerated from zero 

ical, pointed out that the car is are obtained by dropping below speed to 50 m.p.h. in nine seconds, 
unique, built for a particular pur- this speed as little as possible. The _ the editors found, “about the same 
pose for a particular driver, Gra- reason for this is the high idling as an M.G.B. or a Porsche SC.” 
ham Hill, champion racing driver. consumption.” The 10-page, two-article report 

“Tt doesn’t in any way represent The editors figured that at a describes not only road test results 
the sort of car that either of its steady 20 m.p.h. (which can be but the complete operation of the 
parent companies (the Rover Co. achieved only by using the brake — engine and structure of the car. 
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On another page, results of 126 

road tests are compared, including C 
results from the tests of a number rh 8 
of American cars. 

Editor's Note: A copy of the : res . 
article cited above is available in — 
the Wisconsin Engineer office, 333 : 2} 7 
ME, (262-3494). |. wet ON 

TWO-MILE LASER BEAM FOLDED a) 4 Doe oy > a 
INTO 10 FEET y b | i FS 2 Ae i: 

A two-mile long laser beam has 2) a E ow Po 
been folded into a 10-foot space by =: it] a oa ae : = Wie as: 
reflecting it over a thousand times rk Ve a — = ro aaa on 
between two mirrors. Because the A = ow Se a | pee 

points of reflection on the mirrors @ ae | | a — _ ae 
do not overlap, information can be ue y= | 2  . ( oe / 
modulated onto the light beam, ra TT | Po i. _ 
stored and retrieved 10 micro- a ee ‘| | y 0° oe ; 
seconds later. Ye oe . | ae —— . - 

This experiment opens the way _ ee : 
for optical delay lines used as gn i Lee : : 
high-speed, sequential, com- A laser beam is folded into a small space by reflecting it back and forth between 
puter memories. The experiment two mirrors. Harry Schulte of Bell Telephone Laboratories adjusts one of the mirrors 
also provides an excellent: means so that the reflection points do not overlap but, instead, form a Lissajous pattern 

of measuring very small Tosses in ably hung sine Seentie ave delved the ben 10 miroeconds by 
lenses and other optical materials. together and the beam was reflected only about 400 times. 

Such an optical delay line could 
store 10,000 bits of information By controlling the angle of the Engineers said preliminary re- 
which could be read out serially entering light beam, a region free sults showed that the motor re- 
one bit every nanosecond. Because of spots can be left in the mirror’s corded a total action time (or near 
light waves are dispersionless (all center for the output beam. Several peak thrust) of 112 seconds, out 
component frequencies travel at beams, in fact, can be reflected — of a total burning time of 124 
the same velocity), information back and forth at the same time if seconds. A pressure of 600 pounds 
modulated onto the laser beam they enter at different angles or per square inch and a top tempera- 
would not be distorted in the de- at different frequencies. Thus, one ture of 5500 degrees Fahrenheit 
lay line, __ mirror system can store more than vas developed inside the steel 

To get the maximum number of one set of information. ene 
reflections without interfence be- The maximum number of beam asmsé- . 
tween light beams, researchers reflections is limited by the area The motor, bolted in place DOe> 
bent two. spherical mirrors into of the mirrors and by the scattering zle-end upward, was tested in 
slightly cylindrical shapes. This loss of the mirrors. (Diffraction a 180-foot pit lined with concrete. 
caused the horizontal radius of — losses are reduced to negligible The motor itself was 60 feet long 
curvature of the mirrors to differ amounts because of the mirrors’ and was topped by a 20-foot-high 
slightly from the vertical. As a re- converging power.) During 1000 nozzle. Made of special maraging 
sult, the light spot—the point — reflections (10 microseconds de- steel casing, the motor contained 
where a beam hits the mirror— — lay) the beam’s power is reduced 1,680,000 pounds of solid propel- 
moves with cach reflection to form by scattering only 20 db. This in- lant cast in one piece. 
a Lissajous pattern. dicates that two or three thousand It was ignited by another rocket 

A. Lissajous pattern—commonly reflections (delays of 20 or 30 mi- — motor, of 250,000 pounds thrust 
seen on an oscilloscope—results croseconds ) are feasible. capacity. The igniter motor broke 
when two sinusoidal signals of dif- free of its tether, rose several thou- 
ferent frequencies are plotted to- NASA’S LARGE SOLID MOTOR TEST sand feet upward and landed a 
gether, one on the horizontal, the ACHIEVES OBJECTIVES few hundred yards from the pit. 
other on the vertical position. A 260-inch diameter solid fuel Scientists of NASA and Aerojet 
When the vertical and horizontal rocket motor developed 3.5 million said the results of the test ad- 
positions vary at only slightly dif- pounds thrust in a recent test and vanced technology and demon- 
ferent rates—as in the optical de- all results were apparently suc- strated feasibility of large solid pro- 
lay line—the Lissajous pattern is cessful. pellant motors for use in future 
an ellipse along one diagonal of The largest motor ever fired was space launch applications. The test 
the mirror’s square area. This el- built for the National Aeronautics | was made with a “half length” 
lipse varies slowly through a circle, and Space Administration by the — motor; a full length motor would 
then back to an ellipse along the Aerojet-General Corp, near develop about seven million 
other diagonal. Miami, Fla. pounds of thrust. The test series 
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includes one more firing by Aero- THIS 
jet of a similar size motor early sf 
next year. - 

4 i 7 

NEW CONCEPT PROMISES TO TAME i . 1 eer 4 
17,000 “KILLER BRIDGES” ’ percong aa, 

Who has not driven across the - Y -“ 
metal lattice work of an open grid fe Gi / 
bridge during wet weather and felt Ae es in ane 
the sudden and sickening loss of / Do = 
behind-the-wheel control? _-e y aap : =| 

The familiarity of this terrifying ee ee ie i 0 E. 
experience is easy enough to un- a Eta ee 1 
derstand; highway authorities re- oi 4 ke re Me foe) Px eo =] a + 
port there are more than 17,000 | { = @ : Be ig “ 
such open grid bridges under the Pinte eas i —= 4 |S ee 
jurisdiction of nearly every munic- ae Ce oe a Sie gp fe 
ipality in America. tye ~ u 2a) enti yea . 

| And increasingly, many are com- /. ee . EF A el | Po . 
ing to regard open grid bridges as “= \ Pec a pa 4 :. os pe 
“killer bridges” for they produce i Z —’ = ine W's ¢ ‘ 
skidding accidents which are di- il : a = FO SB ee oe ay. tl 
rectly responsible for some 20 a af Re dan 
deaths and 150 personal injuries J " 4 i nS a iS @ 
each month. ™ } Pipe wi 2 

This estimate of their toll—com- Z a ; Fe = $35! ol R = a e..~ 
piled from national newspaper e* ey ee. Ane GO: ~ “>> 
clippings and confirmed by bridge >. a? be ; Gore ra 2] 4 a 
authorities—does not include the , a » e 4 c wy Pra “Qj multi-million dollar losses through > ¢ “, oe, ye 1 _ 2 ae 
litigation, property damage and ° siti —e — 7 o 
salary stoppage. Photo shows a closeup of non-skid studs being welded in place. 

The explanation for why these 
bridges kill and maim with such 
regularity has been scientifically 
demonstrated. Studies conducted 
by independent testing groups in- 
dicate that tire traction on metal 

open grid bridge surfaces is re- si 2 PREVENTS THIS 
duced by nearly a third compared . . . 
to conventionally paved surfaces Sy aaa asa LLP Cp ne eet if a 

during wet weather. cli) ae rs | De | x PAN ves i as 
Fortunately, a new concept de- a i a. ‘| d \ A 2 | / NaW a) Ss 

veloped by an Ohio company i | fi iS 
seems to offer a way for convert- te. 4 . ma #] SS 
ing the very liability of these killer Dak ae 7 } S 
bridges into a skid-resistant asset— ee a' au =| Q 
and at comparatively small cost. “kc , _ ve | Vi 

| The technique is deceptively ree _ \ ‘, ’ 
simple. It involves no more than q oF ; \ i i 
welding 34” diameter steel studs Cy / \ \ ; : 
in a planned pattern on the grat- « eal = . Ps e.\ 
ing utilizing a semi-automatic pat io, aa A oe ae al t 

valdine technique: 1200 aD ae fe (Co welding 1 isi fe eo Go IIT, 
| This concept was given its first qa i eS. | es) A x oo 

exacting test in Cincinnati, Ohio, al: ; oe a see?) 
when local officials became con- Re | LIS . Fe ae i| PAA YS See 
cerned by an exceptionally high iF ” y ie a ees areal ee des 
accident rate on their Vine Street 1 oe TATA. ~ i eo . 

After installation, the steel studs a Ti a SASS 
eliminated virtually all weaving > «6 HTT : a TN AS SS —s es Se 
and skidding. The year following 1 UES OO". Se 

the installation, no accidents at all Accidents such as this are unreasonably common on open grid bridges 
occurred on the Vine Street span. during wet or icy weather. 
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i Caterpillar seeks uncommon quality... 

C2 in people and products 

Cat research and engineering led the way to 

“Instant Evaluation” of Vehicles 

Test drivers could bounce across the field. really be speeded up. Why build a vehicle, 

But they couldn’t remember every bounce. test it outside and make changes . . . if the 
Precise data was needed, on motion, vibra- concepted vehicle could be made to travel 
tion, balance, noise and seat position. Cat a “taped terrain’’? 

engineers found a way. They used the analog computer, simu- 

First they had to develop instrumenta- lated a mathematical model and used a 

tion for recording all those effects on vehicle taped road profile as input data to the model 
operators. —with the computer output actuating the 

Then they developed a testing method ride simulator. Now, design modifications 
that would duplicate identical conditions in are pinpointed at once. Evaluations are 
a controlled lab environment. The Cat Ride made in moments, instead of days. 

Simulator. It has a ride platform with seat That’s another example of what we mean 

and controls. A servo drive mechanism by new frontiers. If you’d like to help us 

which controls the platform. And an analog push back the boundaries of knowledge, we 
computer which directs the servo drive. need you. In research, development, design, 

That wasn’t bad. They could tape verti- manufacture, sales. Here and overseas, 

cal acceleration measurements of a vehicle opportunities for Cat engineers—all fields— 

in the field. Then recreate them on the ride are endless. 
platform. That let them study effects closely. Contact your placement office. We’ll be 
And judge two versions of a vehicle in fast interviewing on your campus soon. Or write: 
sequence—no human memory involved. College Recruiting, Personnel Development 

But these were Cat engineers. They went Dept. B, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill. 

after the next step: evaluating prototypes 

with pre-hardware paper testing. If this CATE R P| LLAR 

could be done, vehicle development could Caterpillar and Cat are Registered Trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co. 

“An Equal Opportunity Employer” 

Caterpillar Tractor Co., General Offices, Peoria, Illinois + Caterpillar Americas Co., Peoria, Illinois + Caterpillar Overseas S.A., Geneva + Caterpillar of Australia Pty. Ltd., 
Melbourne + Caterpillar Brasil S.A. Sao Paulo + Caterpillar Tractor Co., Ltd.. Glasgow + Caterpillar of Canada Ltd., Toronto + Caterpillar France S.A., Grenoble + 
Caterpillar (Africa) (Pty.) Ltd., Johannesburg « Caterpillar Mexicana S.A. de C.V., Monterrey « Caterpillar Mitsubishi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan » Tractor Engineers Ltd., Bombay, India 
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Want to know how much oil is in your Dallas tanks while 
3 you're sitting in Tulsa? Push a button. 

3 Making salad dressing? Not at home by the spoonful—but 
* industrially by enormous vats-full. No more hand pouring 
8 or mechanical dumping. Hit the vinegar button and it’s 
2 measured precisely. The oil—to the drop. Lace the con- 

coction with zesty oregano? Just push a button. 
= 

g Load a gas truck with gasoline, check the gallons left in 
3 the storage tanks, make out the statement, give the driver 

a receipt, and then record the whole transaction. Tough? 
Just have the driver push a button (or a lever). You don’t 
even have to be there. 

So goes the lively art of solid state electronics. Remote 
Control, Data Acquisition Systems, and Process Control 
Systems. All available right now for modern industries — 
control devices for—you name it. 

Tomorrow? Around the world automation systems. Remote 
control devices—you name it. 

And who's got the button? Why Motorola of course... 
they've been button-controlling for years! 

TRUST THIS EMSIGNIA (AA) WHEREVER YOU FIND IT 

MOTOROLA 
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Are these the Ghost Riders in the sky? re these the Ghost Riders in the sky! 
Lavies OF THE COURT IN 

ANCIENT CHINA ARE ALWAYS 
THOUGHT OF AS BEING VERY 
DAINTY AND DEMURE BUT 

THEY MAY WELL. HAVE 
RESEMBLED TODAY’S OUTDOOR-~ 

TYPE GIRL. MORE THAN WE 
| —\) REALIZE. SOME OF THEIR 

RECREATION WENT FAR BEYOND 
THE QUIET DIGNITY OF SINGING 
FOLK SONGS BESIDE A POOL 

Ss FILLED WITH LOTUS BLOSSOMS. 

: fe a How [0 we KNow THIS? 
- § aa AN zd BY THE PAINTED MORTUARY 

> G io) Sie CLAY FIGURE OF A WOMAN 
fj a) YH Zaaleiw § PLAYING POLO... a Wak 
Rh); PRSINSS i; SF SN AA ff ae 

, \\ Vy LAK || ae | \\) NW Ve — Uy | \ im £9 
« Mi Zen i Hf i \ ) oh a xl oy 

Lea Hh. \ND) ee Soke LE GAL AA en > 
\ F A mY 4 Y, | yy Wy Oe Sd i Ae 

rN VY, Me ¥ i ok L a ae ed fo 
KA\4 1 Vi {i q i ( a ULI (( ey I f | i j wi wd ye I A _ 

ASS i fi f i th WV NY & fl 

WN Wy iN . S3 4 ¥ This figurine, from the T’ang Period (619-907 
Cy sae KA } & (h ( A.D.) of China, established the active participa- 
\ Ra an i Z “gh . tion by women in a sport that is played entirely by 
\ \ fi cy oh) BS ky men today. Notice, too, that the Chinese ladies 

L OS {( \y ’ \y . ‘ (S$ ry Se ‘\ rode astride the horse, not sidesaddle as European 
y eee a Eee Coats # and American ladies did up to 50 years ago. Riding 

—_ } ne aN a horse may have changed, but the clay in the 
! . of y) y can " figure remained the same throughout time. 

r KS; - a s 
3 Ws M | on () ‘a Proof again of the amazing permanence of clay. 
eee ty eee YO 

| or AB org _ Like the ancient figurine above, Dickey Pipe is 
| ee re a Sus bora u . made of clay. It, too, is unaffected by the passage 

a“) “ys eee — of time. Modern manufacturing methods are used < Cy Pe ol Se NY to make strength an inherent part of the pipe. The 
ef \ 25 Be a OE clay itself is immune to attacks of acids and alkalis 

SR ee ee pO ay Als Ay found in today’s sewers. The pipe is glazed to 
e ee Ei eN res” ’ improve flow characteristics. And the patented 

ge EO te Dickey Coupling is made of urethane, a resilient 
Oe Fede material providing tight, yet flexible joints. All of 

us woes these advantages make Dickey Perma-Line Cou- 
eu pling Pipe your best bet for sanitary sewers...low- 

cost, trouble-free, permanent. 

ad < ver |e 
CC ptt SE ks td serail " 

Ca a eb: MEL cde CZ 

[ E ra ee | ea ag es a 
| ee ny i (4 | ee ee os cos One 

| oo ew oe 

sanitary glazed clay pipe Sa RS ee <a ea = So 

If it’s made of clay it’s good . ... if it’s made by Dickey it’s better RO rt Oe QB xe 3 PSS 

W.S. DICKEY CLAY MFG. CO. Birmingham, Alabama. Ft. Dodge, lowa+ Kansas City, Missouri 

Meridian, Mississippi » St. Louis, Missouri + San Antonio, Texas + Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas 
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SST cern when the layout for the pas- num alloys. Titanium sections may 
senger cabin is chosen. Since flight also be used in the area of higher 

(Continued from page 16) times will be shorter than for sub- skin friction such as the nose sec- 
already used successfully at super- sonic jets, passengers will be asked tion and leading edges of the 

sonic speeds on small aircraft, is to give up some of the luxuries in wings. The fuselage will be cylin- 

best for use on the SST. Strength, order that an economical _ pas- drical in shape and will have 
stability, and reliability are some of senger carrying potential may be closely spaced longitudinal string- 
the advantages. Aircraft control achieved. Things such as in-flight ers to maintain ridgidity. 

surfaces are also simplified by use movies, dinners, and first class serv- 
of the delta wing, for the elevator ice may be discontinued. In order Aircraft Systems 

and ailerons can be combined. The to. be competitive, cabin space The systems for the SSTs will be 
main disadvantage of the delta must be utilized to its fullest ex- very similar to systems used for 
wing is that the aircraft must land tent and no excess weight should — cubsonic aircraft. Because of the 
with a nose high attitude. This posi- be carried. high speed and high costs of the 
tion of the aircraft seriously hamp- fight D SSTs, a ground monitor system 

ers the vision of the pilot. The pro- Hight Deck may be used. This system would 
posed solutions to this problem are The flight deck of the SSTs isan onitor and record all essential air. 
to droop the nose section, as has area where space must be min- craft functions, thereby providing 
been done withe Concorde, or to imized, and efficiency and | safety a detailed record for all flights. The 
install closed circuit Television Of operation must be maximized. ground monitor would be of its 
cameras in the wheel-wells. At the All three flight deck layouts are greatest value if an_ aircraft 

present time, the area of wing de- Planned for a three man crew Crashed or sustained a mechanical 
velopment is one of the more en- (Pilot, Co-pilot, and Engineer). failure during a flight. If a failure 
couraging areas. The development The layouts will all feature a good occurred, the monitor could be set 

of two entirely different configura- arrangement of gauges, controls, up to automatically inform the 
tions should lead to an optimum — and warning lights. A proposed pilot and indicate the corrective 
design. layout for a SST flight deck is jction. 

shown in Fig. 4. This particular adiati fli coete. 
Fuselages layout uses movable seats for the A ta dation ee eer en 

The fuselage for the SST will pilot and engineer. In this way the et retires and 

be one of the most difficult design Engineer can move forward with- e nee be , da oe b < ae 
areas because of the combination out leaving his seat, and the pilot ing radia oe Duta 4 ny ae af 
of high speeds, high altitudes, and can slide back to monitor the flight ing et ee ee toners 

the heat generated by skin friction. engineers panel when necessary. and at a ‘ill be affecte . a : ? : and crew will be unaffected, but 
bet ee epi \ during periods more intense radia- 

than the development will be for men eats aes tion, such as those caused by sun- 

the United States. SST. By the _}-AE ra se Dering thane pode of Iiet 
choice of a speed of Mach 22 the yo I Be) | radiation the aircraft will have to 
designers of the Concorde avoided a SON operate at lower altitudes, where 

the high temperatures caused by é a the radiation level is lower. At the 
skin friction. As a result, conven- PZEEL PEELE sresent tine these periods of high 
tional aluminum alloys were used radiation, ean be. deny is. 

at ae Bae oe eee Figure 4.—Flight deck arrangement. casted, but an aircraft monitoring 

need major modifications With a Note stiding seats read be installed as a Factor 
speed of Mach 2.7 to Mach 3 the Aircraft Skin and Airframe or satery: 
American manufacturers will have The skin and aisfeme for the THE FINANCIAL PICTURE 
to use Pitanium for the aircraft two American SSTs will be fabri- ; : 

SETCene; and will also have to de- cated from Titanium. Titanium The area of finances is one 
sign high capacity refrigeration sys- was chosen because of its high where all three of the manufactur- 
tems to keep the passenger and strength at high temperatures and &S face difficult obstacles. Along 
fuel compartments at tolerable because of its resistance to fatigue with the prospect of stiff competi- 
levels of temperature. failures. Present plans for the two tion from the sub-sonic jets, the 

SSTs call for a hoop type fuselage manufacturers also face the prob- 
Passenger Compartment structure with external stringers lem of obtaining adequate de- 

In the plaming area of the pas- for ridgidity. In tests recently com- velopment funds. The Concorde 

senger cabin many designs have pleted at Lockheed Aircraft the — Project has been plagued by finan- 
been proposed. Several seat lay- results indicated that a titanium cial problems ae infancy and at 

outs have been proposed but alloy, number 8-I-1 duplex an- the present time only iron-clad 
nothing has been finalized. The nealed, will be best for use in the agreements are preventing a 
final configurations will probably SST’s pressurized cabin. The plans French withdrawal from the proj- 
be chosen after the prototypes for the Anglo-French Concorde in- © The American manufacturers 
have been successfully tested. dicate that the skin and airframe also have a problem, as the 
Economy will be the prime con- will be constructed using alumi- (Continued on page 32) 
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Ultra-modern Research & Engineering Center 

at Delco Radio, Kokomo, Indiana 

e 

To Continue To Learn And Grow... 
. .. is a basic management philosophy at Delco Radio employes through the popular Tuition Refund Program. 

Division, General Motors Corporation. Since its in- College graduates will find exciting and challenging 

ception in 1936, Delco Radio has continually expanded programs in the development of germanium and silicon 

and improved its managerial skills, research facilities, devices, ferrites, solid state diffusion, creative packag- 

and scientific and engineering team. ing of semiconductor products, development of labora- 

At Delco Radio, the college graduate is encouraged tory equipment, reliability techniques, and applications 

to maintain and broaden his knowledge and skills and manufacturing engineering. 

through continued education. Toward this purpose, If your interests and qualifications lie in any of these 

Delco maintains a Tuition Refund Program. Designed areas, you’re invited to write for our brochure detailing 

to fit the individual, the plan makes it possible for an the opportunities to share in forging the future of 

eligible employee to be reimbursed for tuition costs of electronics with this outstanding Delco-GM team. 

spare time courses studied at the university or college Watch for Delco interview dates on your campus, or 

level. Both Indiana University and Purdue University write to Mr. C. D. Longshore, Dept. 135A, Delco 

offer educational programs in Kokomo. In-plant gradu- Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, 

ate training programs are maintained through the off- Indiana. 

campus facilities of Purdue University and available to An equal opportunity employer 

solid state electronics @ 

fy Detco Rapio DIviIsioN OF GENERAL MOTORS 

\X J KoxKxomo, INDIANA 
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SST accelerated in order to cut down  gines: lower weight and _ size, 
(oonemued Front paxe30) the Anglo-French lead in the race simpler construction, and the 

Cavey . . to build the SST. availability of higher horsepower 
yovernment has agreed to pay : = 7 

Ig f : : The future financial state for the sizes. Diesels, however, have a 
only seventy-five percent of the de- ss 
val wee, es The sack Concorde cannot be predicted. A greater power range. Currently, 
velopment costs. The twenty-five . . 

“oo. aa total of 45 aircraft have been ordinary propellers are used almost 
percent portion placed on the man- ‘ oy . ‘ ‘ 7 
Pacturers ate ordered by nine airlines, but this exclusively with both types of en- 

ufacturers may cause undue finan- : : 
ial burdens. resulting i 4 small number of sales would not gines. Other thrust devices con- 

cial burdens, resulting in a slower ; S e 
level thee begin to cover the cost of develop- sidered include air jets, water jets, 
development program. : : : 

ment. Only time will tell whether — and screw propellers, all of which 
Present: Finances ‘Fair the development of the Concorde exhibit a lower efficiency. A sec- 

oe . : was a good financial investment. ondary propulsion system _ is 
The present financial state for needed for hull-borne operation in 

all of the SSTs could be classed * since the | ste sé 
as fair. The money for develop. FUTURE OF THE DEVELOPMENT Bers, dy at e tow ays ods, a 

3 unwie at vel low speeds. 
ment is being provided but the PROJECT sf very e 
problems are far from solved. The The future of the development Hulls 

big problem seems to be whether projects will depend genatly on the After consideration of the foils, 
or not the SST can operate com- world situation during the next struts, and propulsion systems, the 

petitively. Present figures from seven or eight years. If England final item to select is the hull on 
U.S. manufacturers indicate that and France continue to support $ 2 

fixed costs for the SST will be four he C d roject, it will h which these operate. The hull 
- he - . the Concorde project, 1 wi have shape is streamlined like an ordi- 

times as high as for a comparable a good chance for a successful com- wary hiblespeed boat’ in. order to 
subsonic jet, while variable costs pletion. However, should either atl a speed to clinb out of 
should be equal for aircraft. Franc itai sup- nig ‘ 
Ficed ue Bag Be [2 REE Haas or Britain be udiabls hols the water onto the foils. The hull 

, . eg port the project, it may never de tructure, however, is a bigger 
take-off expenses. maintenance, completed. The projects in the . : 
and depreciation. Variable costs United States also stand 90d problem. Since the hulls of hydro- 
ar ee vihe sees miles teawalad Ay Muted plates ‘a’so! istane Fe foil boats must be light, most of 
are the costs per mile traveled, or chace of being completed. Recent . 

oT : 4: them are made of aluminum al- 
the cost per seat-mile. The high developments indicate that the loys. Traniam aud Gberelass are 
fixed costs could put the position United States Government is plan- YS. 8 oa 
of the SeE very much in leonard ae . * both Bost ad envisioned for future usage. The 

oo ee ya jeopardy ning to SUPPOTE BOL BOS ng @ hull must be constructed to be able 
as increased fares would be Lockheed in their programs of SST 4 sustain the impact of a “crash 
needed to cover the increased development. landing” should oil break or the 

costs. Some passengers will be will- END eS ; 
i : : . power fail and also be able to with- 
ing to pay the increased fares, but stand the large bending moments 
the number which are willing may HYDROFOIL BOATS caused by the struts. 
not be great enough to promote ion dn High 
lave eeale SST services. IF how- (Continued from page 19) Hull-borne operation in high seas 
arge scale SST service. If, how : : , 
ever, the manufacturers can find bility. TI re successful ma is a final problem in the craft's de- 

a way of cutting these high fixed eae 3 fad 2 rr i ‘el Sigh. ‘which 35 got umeediately ayy a wa) ’s ‘ erials include stainless steels; tool ave nf a> . 
te SOT : i f parent. Because of the foils’ anchor- 

costs, the SSTs may completely steels; alloys of aluminum, nickel, : s8 
dominate long range aircraft itanit d er; refractory al ing effec, the: shipis sunensauchare 

fli hte. & range % . i on i th coppers sha lies me ae must be able to withstand the in- 
Bis. oys; and the nonmetaliics yt0- — tensified impact of crashing waves. 

. ceram, epoxy-glass laminate, and 
Future Finances? 1 I “aditi Iaddines of 

The financial futures of the DY On. Un aciilion, cacao. USAGE OF HYDROFOIL CRAFT 
SSTs will depend dhe BOVeL- Hastelloy and titanium and coat- . . 

fine 7% oihieh ae eer . the ings of neoprene, epoxy, and Eas phen eee cans 
en's Wintel are suppomng © polyurethane show much promise. formance, hydrofoil craft are 

programs, and on the ability of the rapidly expanding in naval and 
manufacturers to come up with . commercial usage. Most of the 
competitive operating cost figures. Propulsion Systems earlier hydrofoil work was done to 

Airlines may buy only a few SSTs The design of a suitable propul- develop high-speed military craft, 

or they may buy many. It all de- sion system for the hydrofoil craft but in recent years commercial hy- 
pends on whether or not the air- is another problem. The main cri- drofoil boats have developed the 
craft can be profitably operated. terion for the engine is that it must _ fastest. 

The future for the American be capable of developing a very 
manufacturers is very uncertain. large horsepower and have a Naval Craft 
No orders have been placed for minimum of weight. Gas turbines, The United States Navy fore- 

aircraft by the government or air- lightweight diesel engines, and sees possible usage of hydrofoil 
lines, and the financial outlook ap- gasoline engines meet these quali- oats in all applications of small, 
pears to be one of slow moving sub- fications, but, due to the fire fast craft, including PT boats, land- 

sidized development. If, however, hazard of gasoline, the possibility ing craft, mine sweepers, and anti- 
either of the companies can come of using gasoline engines is elim- submarine patrol craft (see Figure 

up with some attractive operating inated. Gas turbines claim the fol- 1). Although there are no hydro- 
cost figures, the program might be — lowing advantages over diesel en- (Continued on page 36) 
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ask NASA. 
| 

Ask NASA about the windows on the Gemini spacecraft Conduct or insulate. Bend. Not bend. Break. Not break. 

| —formed from glass specially designed by Corning. Melt. Not melt. Glass can be made to do what you want 

They not only provide mechanical and thermal protec- _it to. It is the most versatile basic engineering material. 

tion, but also increase visual transmission beyond the For solutions to their problems, government and in- 

theoretical 92 per cent to 99 per cent. Ask, too, about the dustry are coming to Corning. Because Corning is the 

high-speed glass memories that help guide Gemini to in- _glass-master. It’s a broad, international company, with one 

space rendezvous and re-entry. of the most daring, expert and imaginative research and 

And ask about the glass resistors, as thick as telephone _ engineering staffs in the world. Plus, a marketing prin- 

| poles, which serve as dummy loads and power dissipating _ ciple that commits the company to developing products 

terminations at tracking stations. only in areas where a need exists and no product does. 

Glass can be designed to maintain constant electrical Young engineers seeking challenge, opportunity, and 

properties at missile speeds. Withstand the pressures at advancement are invited to write to Corning’s Career De- 
the ocean’s floor. Save weight without sacrificing strength. velopment Manager. 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
CORNING, NEW YORK 
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EXPLORE THE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES AT 

Nati IS ItyA 
... where special programs encourage rapid professional advancement 

for the engineer, scientist and mathematician launching his career. 

= Ss ae ey mented laboratories and use of advanced of full-time graduate study at full salary. Near- 
- q 7 1 7 | computer and other equipment, some found ly all academic costs are paid by NSA, whose 

r,| . ' 7 —— ad | nowhere else in the world. proximity to seven universities offering a 
— ee . oe Skilled clerical and technical support will wealth of advanced courses and seminars is 
0 \ cc « , oo. w] free you to concentrate on the most challen- an additional asset. 
Se Ni ' _. ging aspects of your projects, and thus help — [IN-HOUSE TRAINING. The new NSA em- 
R ‘ , ; ig speed your professional growth. ployee first attends a six-week general orien- 

3 — 4 Outstanding Colleagues tation program, followed by a period of spe- 
i ; a 5 = == J You will work alongside people of enor- cialized classroom study designed to broaden 

~ : Maga a 4 = «mously varied backgrounds and intellectual f™éliarity with an area or areas of heavy NSA 
: — interests, over 500 of whom hold advanced Concern (e.g., communications theory, crypt- 
[ : : — degrees, analysis, computer logic and analysis, solid 

al As Researchers at NSA also receive constant Stale physics). Formal study is complemented 

ea | ® stimulus from outside the agency. To assist in by on-the-job Palning: asyou Work and learn 
\ ioe ch certain program areas, NSA. often’ walls wa under the guidance and direction of highly 

: . ” special boards of consultants—outstanding experiented associates. . 
NSA is a scientific and technological com- scientists and engineers from industry and _ PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, TRAVEL, 
munity unique in the United States, perhaps The agency fosters a climate of recognition 
in the world. Unique in its mission, its oper- and advancement for its young professionals 
ation, its requirements .. . unique, too, in the by encouraging participation in professional 
scope of opportunity it affords a young scien- association affairs, and assisting you to attend 
tist or engineer beginning his career. : national meetings, seminars and conferences 

A separate agency functioning within the J 2 . ae as well as visit other research facilities where 

Department of Defense, NSA is responsible C = _ yp related work is underway—government, uni- 
for developing “secure’’ (i.e., invulnerable) ae — a Na a versity and industrial-throughout the United 
communications systems to transmit and re- 9 © — ee .. . 3 _ States. 
ceive vital information. Within this area, which SEMA GM iy '.  _~ Liberal Personnel Policies, Attractive 
encompasses the whole field of cryptology— Fs SSS [PP Ja Location 
the science of codes and ciphers—NSA project 7 “ tg NSA policies relating to vacations, insurance 
teams pursue a broad spectrum of investiga- Faia: A J FOR) sndesetivemenvare Gi and liberal YOU Biiay 
tions taking them well beyond many known 4 bc y the benefits of Federal employment without 

and accepted boundaries of knowledge. Be- [aga it | the necessity Of Civil SeRice cértification. 
ginning with basic research, these investiga- 2 Fo ; Located between Washington and Balti- 
tions progress through applied research, (aaa , . : more, NSA is also near the Chesapeake Bay, 
development and design, prototype engineer- io wim . 4 we | Gcean beaches. ski resorts and other popular 
ing, and on into various phases of applications Wee o. _ summer and winter recreation aréas, not ‘to 

engineering. | oo ee \ — b mention the varied leisure-time attractions 
AUNSA you might specialize in any or sev- ie 4 — of the nation’s capital itself. The location 

eral of these sectors, depending on your fae vee Cu = permits your choice of city, suburban or 
talents and special interests: ee Bs bp eBtintEY ivi, 
ENGINEERING. Antenna/transmitter/receiver . Se - 

design... high speed computers (digital and GS a Campus Interviews — 
analog) . . . transistor circuitry . . . advanced academic centers as well as from other gov- 

radio. communications techniques . . . micro- ernment agencies. Check Now for Dates! 
wave communications . . . audio and video tar . 
recording devices ; . . cryogenic studies and Career Development Opportunities Representatives of the National Security 
applications . . . integrated circuitry . . . mi- Your professional growth and earning power Agency will conduct interviews on campus 

crominiaturization. expand from the day you join NSA, without soon. Check with your Placement office as 
PHYSICS, Solid state (basic and applied) having to accumulate years of “experience.” soon as possible to schedule an appointment. 

... electromagnetic propagation . . . upper NSA Sateer development is orderly and swift; 

atmosphere phenomena . . . superconductivity substantial salary increases follow as you as- 
and cryogenics (Ph. D. graduates only). sume more and more responsibility. 
MATHEMATICS. Statistical mathematics... number of NSA career development 

matrix algebra. . . finite fields... probability Pro8tams help shorten the time when you 
ued combinatorial analysis . . . programming oor monies @ souk maximo potential. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 

shsievmuahs [eal ADVANCED STUDY. NSA’s liberal graduate Suite 10, 4435 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. 
Unequaled Facilities and Equipment study program affords you the opportunity to Washington, D.C. 20016 
In a near-academic atmosphere, NSA scien- pursue part-time study up to eight hours An equal opportunity employer 
lists and engineers enjoy the most fully-instru- each semester and/or one semester or more... Where imagination is the essential qualification 
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What's going on i 
up there? S 

Ask us. Our space boosters have 

launched every successful non- 6 

military communications or weather j 

satellite. Our Saturn S-IVB will power 

3 Apollo astronauts from earth orbit 

to moon orbit. DC-8s have flown more 

than a billion miles. DC-9s will double 

the places you can go by jet. Which : 

all adds up to the fact that Douglas 

can just about double your chances ie iran 

for rapid career advancement, because fe ay , sia 

projects coming up.are even bigger , ees of Y i ade 

than those mentioned. Also, univer- on ee , 5 ie os 

sities offering evening courses : i “ 

toward advanced degrees are close 3 5 i 

by. And Douglas has a fine scholar- be Om is 

ship program. Let's get together. We ea - 2 

are an equal opportunity employer. Pe ae S bf 
ae ‘ ® 

ee c ae ‘ 

Douglas ie 
Send your resume to 

L. M. Kilgore, Box 698-X 

Corporate Offices 

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc. 

Santa Monica, California 
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HYDROFOIL BOATS which are predicted to be at least © Europe, and Japan in hydrofoil 
oo. twice as great as the costs of con- craft development. At the present 

(Continued from page 32) 3 = . x ventional craft now in use. time, only two small hydrofoil 
foil boats functioning in regular . boats have been certified by the 

Navy service at the present time, Commercial. Craft Coast Guard for passenger service. 
there are several models either un- Commercial hydrofoil craft are This slow progress is partially due 
der development or in use on an attaining a more definite success. to this country’s lack of calm water 

experimental basis. A typical ex- In this country and others, includ- jn highly populated areas. Calm 
ample of these craft is the High ing Russia, Italy, and Japan (See water is necessary because the 
Lander (LCVP(H)), an experi- Figure 2) commercial hydrofoil — control systems for fully sub- 
mental landing craft. This boat boats are already operating prof- merged foils are far too expensive 
features four retractible V-type, — itably. Because of its abundance of for rough water use and the surface 
surface-piercing hydrofoils located large, navigable rivers, Russia has piercing foils in use give a rough 
at the four corners of its approxi- perfected its passenger hydrofoil — yide on large waves. Another fac- 
mately rectangular hull, Following boats to a greater degree than any tor contributing to the slow ac- 
are some of its features: other country. ceptance of hydrofoil passenger 

Length co mec oa meen me 40 6 The “Meteor”, a medium-sized craft is that they have to compete 
Width, foils extended ..........29.3 ft. | Russian hydrofoil boat, plies the — with well-established air, rail, and 
Width, foils retracted .........14.1 ft. Volga River at 50 mph while carry- road systems of transportation. 

Sonat gpa Bp ing 150 passengers, This remark- Although the United States will 
Maximum pay load ..........2.6 tons. able passenger boat is shaped like probably never utilize hydrofoil 

a cigar and is powered by two craft as extensively as the 
At this time it is uncertain what 1000-hp engines. A new develop- European countries and Japan, 

success hydrofoil craft will have in ment is the “Chaika” which is de- greater usage of them can be ex- 
attaining usage in actual military signed for shallow rivers and has pected in the future. Among the 
operations. Before this can happen, a maximum foil submersion depth areas that hold the greatest prom- 
they must prove their capabilities of 16 inches at crusing speed. It ise of economic success for hydro- 
in the rough waters encountered is propelled by water jets and {oJ boats are New York City, 
at sea. In addition, they must be _ travels at speeds up to 65 mph. Nantucket Sound, Puget Sound, 
sufficiently superior to conventional The United States has not ad- and the Great Lakes. 
craft to justify their higher costs, vanced as rapidly as Russia, END 

T [ T 2. A ductile material can be formed in 
presses, and Malleable castings are com- 

ID U C i | Y momly punched, roll threaded, joined to 

other parts, or otherwise formed to meet 

design requirements. 

. . Awell-known application is the Malleable 

One of the outstanding properties differential Housing. an an automate. 
. On many cars steel tubes are rammed 

into each of the side ports of the Malleable 
of Malleable Iron Castings differential housing to create the axle 

housing. The Malleable expands slightly 
Ductility is a property which provides Malleable iron with a vital safety margin for parts to accept the tubes... then holds them 

under stress. rigidly for the life of the automobile. 
A special heat conversion process transforms the material from brittle ‘white iron” Despite the anticipated road jolts, the 

to a tough, ductile metal with 10-18% elongation in two inches for ferritic grades, 2-10% only joining operation is a small puddle 
for pearlitic malleables. Ductility is important for two reasons: weld to maintain alignment of the tubes. 

1. It guards against sudden failure of a r Sere, j E 8 4 2 =] 

rnaterial. Under a static overload, a ductile | a ae ee : - 
part will deform gradually, giving visual os ; | 

evidence that failure is occuring. Impact ‘ oo 

will create sudden deformation, but un- i a G af 

fess the overload is far above anticipated (a a | Gf oS | 

levels, the part will stay in one piece. . " & - a ial : > / : : 7 

The faith which engineers place in Pa al é : . ( | 
Malleable castings for shock applications oe Ve, Se ps 

is typified by the bridge rail posts pic: {44% eZ emt] © Oe 
tured at the right. More than 30 states EE tele =F ae a = 
now specify Malleable for these posts : : : ee | 

because tests show the material can rr Berens : | 
absorb greater impact than lightweight  _ ee oe 
metals. : Sc Cocca 

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY » UNION COMMERCE BUILDING 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115 CUNoeRs socte™ 
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challenge 
At many companies the opportunity to work on 

challenging projects comes after many years of 

| apprenticeship and a few grey hairs. Not so at 
ae Ford Motor Company where your twenties can 

‘~ ) be a stimulating period. There are opportunities 

| to prove your worth early in your career. Dale 

— Anderson’s experience is a case in point. 

~ | After receiving his B.A. in Physics in June, 1962, 

s # Dale joined our College Graduate Program and 

was assigned to our Research Laboratories. 

Recently he was given the responsibility for cor- 
Dale Anderson : i = . : 

B.A., Wittenberg University recting cab vibration occurring on a particular 

type of truck. His studies showed that tire eccen- 

tricity was the cause of the trouble. Since little change could be effected 

jn tire compliance, his solution lay in redesigning the suspension system. 

| Tests of this experimental system show the problem to be reduced to an 

insignificant level. 

That’s typical of the kind of meaningful assignments given to employes 

while still in the College Graduate Program—regardless of their career 

interest. No “‘make work”’ superficial jobs. And, besides offering the oppor- 

tunity to work on important problems demanding fresh solutions, we offer 

good salaries, a highly professional atmosphere and the proximity to 

leading universities. 

Discover the rewarding opportunity Ford Motor Company may have for 

you. How? Simply schedule an interview with our representative when he 

visits your campus. Let your twenties be a challenging and rewarding time. 

THERE’S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH... C Sorc 

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

An equal opportunity employer 
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’ MEET THE CLASS OF ’65 
es 

They’re members of Bethlehem Steel’s 1965 Loop being assigned. 
Course — graduates of colleges and universities Most Loopers Have Technical Degrees 
from coast to coast. Our primary need is for engineering and other 
What is the Loop Course? Since 1922, Bethlehem technical graduates. Such men have many fine 

has conducted this Course for training college opportunities in all phases of steelmaking, as well 
graduates for careers in Bethlehem’s management. as in research, sales, mining, fabricated steel con- 
Hundreds of men at all levels of Bethlehem man- struction, and shipbuilding. Also, both technical 
agement, including our Chairman, started their and non-technical graduates are needed for other 
careers as loopers. important activities including accounting, sales, 

The ’65 Loop convened at our general offices in purchasing, traffic, finance and law, industrial and 
Bethlehem, Pa., early in July. After five weeks of public relations, and general services. 
thorough indoctrination, many of these men were You’ll find a great deal more information in our 
assigned to facilities throughout the country for booklet, ‘Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the 
further brief training at the operations before Loop Course.” You can obtain a copy at your 
undertaking their first job assignments. Others, Placement Office, or drop a postcard to Personnel 
such as sales and accounting trainees, may remain Division, Industrial and Public Relations Depart- 
at the general offices for some months before ment, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016. 

oof) BETHLEHEM STEEL [= 
“Rent An equal opportunity employer in the Plans for Progress Program ee 
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e e ° 
What kind of engineer will you be... 

° e ° e 
preliminary design, design, development? 

e ° 
At AiResearch Phoenix, you work as all three 

° 
before you decide. 

Bie 
Your future as anengineer is ™ T ib ft “i \ 

strongly influenced by your first = & —¥ HL if o> cs A 
assignment. What that assign- © ° ae ' 4 

ment will be, should be, is an . PN a 7” 

, At Garrett you control that Li / ‘4 = | - ” il 

decision. During an eight-month at | A y ire . 4 wh fA 

orientation program, you work iis Ws = ( * iL Ny fl, 

with experienced engineers on a Pt 4 He 

variety of assignments in different 4 “am 3 a A ba Mh 

areas. Your permanent assignment 4 eae 8 Swe epee. oa oe 

depends on your own aptitude ' gilt ~* Ce , te 

and interest. 7 oe an 

In preliminary design you may may work on controls systems for rewarding. You can work in all 

| work on gas turbine engines, jet turbine drives, engine fuel sys- three important areas of engineer- 

engine starters, or advanced power tems, or a laboratory test system. ing on diverse aerospace products. 

| systems for space vehicles. Analy- Mechanics is the theme — statics You can use your total education, 

sis is the key —and the emphasis and dynamics, materials and pro- learn more on top of it, and take 

is on thermodynamics, fluids, cesses, and graphics are your tools. part in a wide variety of advanced 

vibration, heat transfer, and math In development, you'll test engineering. 

to solve today’s problems. designs before they go into pro- At AiResearch Phoenix, the 

As a design engineer, you see duction. Manufacturing processes product lines include gas turbines 

your solution to a product design are examined and production for auxiliary power, turboprop 

problem take shape on the draw- techniques are explored. Every- engines for business and military 

ing board and in fabrication. You thing from nuts and bolts to com- aircraft, secondary power equip- 

Paw | yoy plete power systems are tested, ment for aircraft, advanced space 

(,} AA. () ‘A and your lab work and practical vehicle nuclear power systems, 
rN J.) / en) oe. judgement will pay offin thisarea. | pneumatic and hydraulic control 

i ti) ee Your career at AiResearch systems, as well as a variety of 

i ™ | (ecm) Mae Phoenix can be stimulating and related equipment for aerospace, 
L rr ee |) eae Tg oe ground, and undersea applications. 

<i i a i. es ; ' _ Find out the whole story in our 
. ES | rr— a, 

. i 5 4 6 ee _ new booklet, Your Future at 

canes fe its : eri | | : bis Garrett. Get it from your cam- 

, se on fa > ST pus placement office, or write 

soe y . ms /f 1 y a £745 AiResearch Manufacturing Divi- 

2 oS e a | ai | (AATF | sion, 402 South 36th Street, Phoe- 
eles a Ns y uk ih Mame = nix, Arizona 85034. 

ae — forks we 
ell Ly eS eg ° 

| et Poe AiResearch 
| eT is challenge 
2 “eZ lion ee 
00 eee oi nd A 1 P | ee ; q q 7 es) ohportunity employer. 

ne Ne =) f cna Los Angeles + Phoenix 
Le ho. + 

ee Ve Wer Be 
i Me a 
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An engineer and his girlfriend First Drunk: “Shay, do you Engineer: “I'm not feeling my- 
were driving in the country one — know what time it is?” self tonight.” 
morning. Second Drunk: “Yeah.” Coed: “You're telling me.” 

“Some morning!” he remarked First Drunk: “Thanksh.” eae 
enthusiastically. ea s “« « 

“Yes it is,” she replied. What can a bird do that seven wine uy class sresteedays 
“Some meadow.” out of ten people cannot? “No sir not a bit” 
“ ep se *, ie > 8 Yes it is. Make a small deposit on a car. aa 
Seeing sparkling drops of water oe 8 . , 

covering the grass, he commented, A small boy leading a donkey Professor: “I won't begin today’s 
“Some dew!” passed an army camp. A couple lecture until the room settles 

“T don’t.” of soldiers wanted to have some fun down.” « , 
eo 6 with the lad. “What are you hold- Voice from the rear: “Why don’t 

Glasses do the strangest things ng on to your brother so tight for | you go home and Sleep it of. 
to vision; especially after they Sonny?” said one of them. . ° 
have been drained and filled a So he won't join the army,” the The doctor finished his examina- 
few times. youngster replied. tion of a sweet young thing. “A 

eo 6 oe 8 very difficult case to diagnose,” 
7 ey Stopping at the first house on his said the doctor. “But as near as I The slowest thing in the world famous ride, Paul Revere cried, can tell you’re either going to have 

is a nudist climbing over a barbed “Is your husband home?” bab. y 1s he 8 1d.” ive foHes, SOUL a baby or else you have a cold. 
se. “Yes,” came the answer, “It must be a baby,” the chick 

“ , . , Then tell him to dress and fight said emphatically, “because I don’t 
I can't marry him, Mother. He's the British.” know anyone who could have 

an atheist and doesn’t believe in At the second, third and fourth . 1d.” ” given me a cold. Hell. houses he repeated the conversa- eae 
“Marry him, my dear, and be- tion. As he rode by the fifth house 

tween the two of us we'll convince _he again repeated the cry. _ Do yon know what good clean 
him,” “No,” was the reply. a a 

oo 8 “WHOA.” o, what good is it? 

Freshman: “Woman’s greatest see see 
attraction is her hair.” The mother entered the dark- Then there was the playboy who 

Sophomore: “I say it is her eyes.” ened room unexpectedly and suddenly decided to live a strictly 
Junior: “It is unquestionably her found daughter and boyfriend in moral life, First, he cut out smok- 

teeth.” passionate embrace on the sofa. ing. Then he cut out liquor. Then 
Senior: “Now what's the use of “Well—I never!” exclaimed he cut out swearing, Then he cut 

use of just sitting here lying to mother. out women. Now he’s cutting out 
each other?” “But, mother, you must have!” paper dolls. 
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some chemical engineers 

prefer to work like this... and some prefer it like this 

, 
—we'll promote them both 

You can talk to some of our chemical engineering big- theory of catalysts to knock a nickel off the tankwagon 

wigs and come away with the impression that a man who price of a monomer deserves reward comparable to that 

has not yet forgotten everything he learned in freshman of the grimy one who cuts a plant’s downtime in half by 

calculus is an impractical theorist and a shirker. (Your relocating the filters so that the pump motors quit burn- 

impression would be wrong. He doesn’t mean that at all. ing out. 

Bessel functions were his meat at one time.) CHOICE is what we believe in offering, in addition to 

Others of our boss chemical engineers will sound as the expected emoluments. We believe in it for our own 

though it is no longer decent for an educated professional good. We can offer it because of our vast and ever-grow- 

to look inside a reactor personally. (He neglects to tell ing diversification, which is all from within. We offer 

you how hard it was to give up a grand time as an ap- choice at the outset and choice after you have had a 

prentice steamfitter to enter college.) chance to try out your ambitions and see how they work. 

Observe, then, that both of these types have risen to Drop us a line about your ambitions. If your ambitions 

bigwigdom. It takes all kinds to run an outfit like ours. happen to be in mechanical or electrical enginecring, 

The chap who applies new directions in the solid state drop us a line just the same. We offer choice there, too. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

| Business and Technical Personnel Department / Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

An equal-opportunity employer offering also a choice in location: Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Tenn., or Longview, Tex.
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DRIVE POWER by General Electric: one section of Bethlehem Steel Corporation’s new mill at Burns Harbor, Indiana. 
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INDUSTRY CONTROL engineer Bob Vaughn, Vir- PRINTED CIRCUIT PROCESS heart of automatic CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS for d-c motors 
ginia Polytechnic Inst., worked on drives, control, was checked by Glenn Keller, Lehigh were met by Jim Johnson, U. of Cincinnati, on 
control and the new SCR armature regulator, U., on the Manufacturing Program at Specialty a Technical Marketing Program assignment at 
from design through installation. Control Department. Large Generator & Motor Department. 

A PREVIEW OF YOUR CAREER AT GENERAL ELECTRIC: 

Automating a Complete Steel Mill 

The automation of Bethlehem Steel Corporation’s new Burns tributions are quickly recognized. And, these become starting 

Harbor, Indiana, cold rolled and plate mills is another giant points to new discoveries and opportunities. Write us now— 

step toward meeting the demands for stepped-up steel or talk with your placement officer—to define your career 

production. General Electric is uniquely equipped to supply interest with General Electric. Section 699-14, Schenectady, 

all the bits and pieces of automation, and to call on and N. Y. (An Equal Opportunity Employer) 

integrate the skills of more than 120 business departments 

—-skills that run the gamut of specialized and systems engi- Progress ls Our Most /mportant Product 

neering, manufacturing and technical marketing. Whatever 

the projects at General Electric, and they are legion, a small- G E N E R A L E LE C T R | C 

company atmosphere is maintained, so that individual con-
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